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TELEVISION TUBES V

MULLARD I2in. £6.10.0 I4in. £7.0.0 I7in. £8.10.0

COSSOR I2in. £6.10.0 I4in. £6.10.0 !7in. £8.10.0

EMITRON I2in. £6.10.0 Kin. £7.0.0 17in. £8,10.0

MULLARD. I2in. now 6 weeks delivery. All other types ex-stock.

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS
MAZDA ... Kin. £5.10.0 1 Sin. £6.10.0 I7ifi. £7.0.0

MULLARD ... I6in. Metal Cone £5.10.0 I7in. Metal Cone £6.10.0

CATHODEON ... Kin. £6.0.0 I7ir . £7.0.0

All Tubes plus 12/6 carriage ar d insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade

RE-VIEW (LONDON) LTD.
81, HIGH STREET MERTON S.W.I 9

Telephone : CHERRYWOOD 3255

OPEN TILL
6 P.M. SATURDAYS

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

(Dep . P.T. } 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Telephone :

AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271

SAFETY FIRST!
Build these PREMIER TELEVISORS

which give complete safety

to the constructor I

These Televisors use a double wound mains
transformer which gives you complete safety
from contact with che mains supply when
handling the chassis or controls.

"jSr BBC & ITA(WITH NEW TURRETTUNER)

DESIGN No. I

MAY BE BUILT FOR £33.7.11

BBC (ALL CHANNELS!
DESIGN No. 7.

MAY BE BUILT FOR £27.9.4

PLUS COST
OF C.R.T.

PLUS COST
OF C.R.T.

ON SOLE CABINETS with full length doors for 14m-.
n, and i7in. tubes. PRICE £14,14.0, H.P, Terms : Deposit
'.6 and 9 monthly payments of 18 6. CONSOLE
M NETS, half door, still available at £12.12.0. H.P. Terms :

"it £6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of Id '3,

On above cabinets add 21 - for pkg. and carr.

WHY '"J '
r 5ur P' us or reconditioned™ ii I tubes when these Fully Guar.

anteed Wide Angle Tubes are avail-

able ! The latest type 17m. Rect-
angular Tube MW43 64 by Telefunken
at £17 line, tax) post and packing
21'- extra. Also Min. Rectangular
Tube Type 14 LP4, £13.17.6 (inc. tax).

Pkg, & carr. 15/- extra.

MAY BE EASILY BUILT IN S SEPARATE UNITS
FULL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AVAILABLE. INSTRUCTION
BOOK 3 6 POST FREE INCLUDES BOTH DESIGNS.
SEND I'd. STAMP FOR OUR 1957 CATALOGUE
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£ The EUter will be pleased to consider
4 articles ot a practical nature suitable

1 for nub'icution in ''Practical Television"

f Such articles should be written on one
<• side of the paper only, and should con-
i tain the name and address of the sender.
. Whilst the Editor does not hold him setf
i responsible lor manuscripts, every effort
'- will lie made to return them ifa stamped
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'; correspondence intended for the Editor
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4- " Practical Television," George Newttex,
* Ltd., Tower Home, Southampton .Stive'.
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'• Owing to the rapid progress in the
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r
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COLOUR TV IN AMERICA

AN extraordinary situation has developed in America as a
result of the too-early publicity relating to colour tele-

vision. The American public was led to believe that it

was just round the corner. As a result, the sales of black and
white receivers dropped considerably and several of the large

companies were therefore forced to cut their prices below cost

in order to clear their stocks. Some of the large firms, such

as Columbia and Raytheon, decided to cease manufacture of

television receivers, and they disposed of their stocks at low
prices. Other manufacturers were forced to follow suit. At
the same time, R.C.A. was indulging in an intensive campaign
of propaganda on colour television, and its associated network,

N.B.C, was putting out three hours of colour programmes a

day. As a result, the American public presumed that colour tele-

vision was near and they declined to buy black and white receivers.

As all manufacturers had cut the prices of black and white

receivers, a price level was established for that type which was
not really representative of the true value, and so there is a

great disparity between the market price of a black and white

receiver and a colour receiver, the former costing about 160

dollars and the latter 500 dollars. The American public is

therefore not prepared to pay what it wrongly considers to be

too high a price for colour TV.
The inevitable result is that there is now only one manufacturer

in the market, R.C.A. , which manufactured only 102.000 colour

sets last year ; yet three years ago, SarnolT publicly stated that

he had budgeted for an annua! production during last year of over

6 million colour TV receivers ! It is not surprising, therefore,

that the American television industry is in a very bad way.

Those who have tried to receive the colour television programmes
on black and white receivers, especially those a long way from
the transmitter, complain of the poor quality and that the

pictures are full of dots and distortion. Equafly, reception of

black and white transmissions on a colour set is inferior. It is

well-known that colour television receivers arc troublesome and
require a great deal of servicing, and the service engineers do
not exist in sufficient numbers. This country can take a lesson

from America in this respect and manufacturers should cease

to talk airily about colour television being round the corner, if

they do not wish to duplicate the American experience.

Although colour television is inevitable it will be some years

before it has been brought to the stage where it possesses

entertainment value, and the technique at present will need
considerable improvement—possibly an entirelv new system

—

'

F. J. C
Our next ixauo, dated .fitly, trill be published on June fist.
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Afleginmeri Ruide to

TMiswMm
TECHNICAL TERMS [confd.

By F. J. Camm

Image Drift

A TERM referring lo the drifting movement of
the received image on a television screen

which sometimes occurs in consequence of
slight hick of synchronisation.

Incident Hay

Name applied to any ray oflight which falls upon an
object or medium.

Indirectly Heated Cathode

A cathode heated by an electrically separate element
known as the heater.

Intensity Modulation

The usual method of modulating the output
current of a television transmitter by means of
variations in the intensity of the light reaching the

photo-electric cell of the transmitter.

Intercalation

Synonymous term for interlacing, as related to

television scanning.

Interlaced Scanning

A system of exploration of the scene or image
in which complete scanning is accomplished in two
or more operations, the strips of scanning lield

successively traversed in the course of one operation
not being contiguous. During subsequent operations
the lines previously omitted are scanned according
lo some set rule or order.

Ion

An atom which has been stripped of one or more
of its electrons. See lonisation.

Ion Burn

The dark patch which forms on the face of a tube
due to its bombardment with the heavy ions of the

electron beam. Avoided by using an aluminised
screen or an ion nap.

Ion Trap (Beam Bender)

A small magnet placed at the rear of the neck of a
specially made tube to prevent ion burn. The gun

is not straight in this t\pe of tube^ but is offset so
that the beam would normally fall outside the face
of the tube^ The magnet deflects only the tighier

part of the beam and brings it, when properly
adjusted, on the face in the normal manner, but the
heavier ions carry on the original path and thus do
not strike the screen.

lonisation

In television terminology this expression refers

to the production of '"ions"' within an electric

discharge tube such as. for instance, a neon tube.

The neon tube contains a small proportion of
neon gas. An electrical discharge passed through
the tube strips away some of the outer electrons
from each atom of neon gas. Owing to the loss of
negatively charged electrons, each atom of neon gas
shows a positive charge and it is called an *' ion,"
the electron-stripping process 10 which it has been
subjected being termed " lonisation."

Ions are electrically conductive. Hence, when they

are present in comparatively small numbers within a
gas discharge tube, they allow the current to pass
and they give off a charact eristic glow. The glow of
electrically excited neon ions is, as is well known,
a pinkish-orange shade.

Isochronism

The operating condition which obtains when the
icconst ruction of the image and the scanning of the
object occur at the same time.

Light-sensitive Cell

A general term applying to any electrical device
which, on illumination, undergoes a modification
in its electrical properties. All photocells are included
under this general definition.

Magnetic Focusing

Term referring to a method of focusing the beam
of rays in a cathode-ray tube by placing an electro-
magnetic coil in their path.

I isxajou's Figures

Any closed figures traversed by a point moving
with the resultant of two periodic oscillatory motions
at right-angles. Originally applied to certain experi-
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ments in connection with pendulums and sound, but drums, reflect the televised picture on to a screen.

now used for u class of records of this nature by such the object of these methods being to increase the

instruments as the catlwde-raj oscillograph. intensity of the illumination on the screen.

fjnm Definition

A system of television in which the number ol"

scanning lines into which the complete picture is

divided is less than 100. Low definition systems are

fKJW obsolete.

Mirror Drum
An obsolete scanning device emploved in some

early television systems. Essentially, it consisted

Of a drum-shaped wheel having fixed upon its

periphery or outer eds»e a number of minors, each

XL

Diagram of a mirror screw.

mirror being tilted at a slightly different angle from
that of the preceding mirror. A beam of light is

suitably focused upon the edge of the mirror drum.
which is rapidly rotated, thus causing a light spot

to be Sashed in successive lines over the image or

object to be televised.

In a simitar way, also, the mirror drum is made to

assemble the televised picture at the receiving end.

The main advantage of the mirror drum is that it

allows a more intense spot of light to be focused

upon the object.

Mirror Screw

Another obsolete scanning device comprising a

number of" mirrors arranged on a frame in the form
of a screw spiral. Unlike the mirror drum (which

see) the mirrors are not separately tilted in relation

to one another, the directing of the light spot on the

screen or on the object to be televised being effected

by the suitable and esuict positioning of the mirrors

on the spiral.

The mirror screw does not reflect the light as does

the mirror drum. It has. however, the advantage of

greater compactness.

Multiple Scanning

Expression referring to television systems in which
two scanning devices, as, for example, two mirror

Negative Image

An image resembling that shown by a photographic
negative, i.e.. one in which the light parts of the

original picture are dark and the dark portions of

the" original are light. It is the opposite of a positive

image.
Some television receivers will give rise to negative

images on their screens when a fault oi* maladjust-

ment is present in the electrical circuit of the receiver.

Neon Timebase

Name given to a limebase circuit in which a neon
lamp provides the means of providing a periodic

voltage across one pair of deflector plates in a

cathode-ray tube.

Nipltow Disc

Name sometimes given to the scanning disc

employed in many television systems. It was origin-

ally the invention of the Polish scientist. Paul Nipkovv.

in 1884. Nipkow employed it in the crude shadow-
graph transmitters with which he experimented at

the end of the last century.

Objective

A frequently used term which denote* the image-
forming or projecting lens of an optical instrument,

as, for instance, the projection lens of a television or

film/television apparatus.

Orthicon

The special camera used for television. The
American name for the Emitron camera.

Oscillatory Scanning

Name given to scanning methods b> means of
which the light spot oscillates or navels forwards
and backwards over the image to be televised. After

each complete oscillation the light spot shifts laterally.

Mask Lens

Details of the mirror drum projector.

thus enabling the new area of the picture to be
scanned. Oscillatory scanning possesses many
practical disadvantages.

Oscillogram

Name given to the wave-like pattern, representing

the graphical form of an alternating current, which
is traced out by the light spot on the fluorescent

screen of a cathode-ray oscillograph tube.

Oscillograph

See cathode-raj tube.
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Out of Frame

The state of a televised image when, as seen on the
screen of the receiver, it is divided horizontally or
vertically, the two portions of the image appearing
in opposite positions. The image is correctly "framed"
by the manipulation ofa small control which influences
the synchronising gear of the receiver.

Parabolic Reflector

Name given to a light reflector, usually of highly
polished metal, which, being shaped to a parabolic
curve (a parabola is the section of a cone cut parallel
to one of its sloping sides) causes a beam of parallel
rays to be reflected from an illuminating source
placed in the focus of the reflector.

Parabolic reflectors are frequently mei for
obtaining strong beams of parallel, light rays in
optica! experiments connected with illuminating
and light-projecting matters. •'

Parallel Rays
Light rays which travel parallel to one another, as,

for instance, the light rays reflected from a parabolic
reflector. Light rays coming from a very distant
object, such as the sun, are always parallel from a
practical standpoint, although, in strictest truth, ihey
are very slightly divergent.

Persistence of Vision

When light rays impinge upon the retina of the eye
the impression which they make does not cease
immediately the light rays stop. On the contrary,
it persists for an appreciable time afterwards, this
effect being known as

M
persistence of vision," or

" visual persistence."
It is upon this " lag of the retina," as persistence

of vision is sometimes called, that we are able to build
up a reproduction of motion on the television or
cinema screen, in both instances a series of successive
pictures (each differing slightly from the preceding
one) being formed or thrown on a screen so rapidly
that the eye is not able to get rid of the impression
made by the one picture or image before the next one
arrives.

Ptiasc Shift

A condition in television reception in which, owing
to stray circuit capacities in the receiver, the fluctua-
tions in voltage do not keep in step with those
originally transmitted, particularly at high and at low
frequencies. This results in some of the details of the
televised picture being received at a later instant
of time than the remainder of the picture, thereby
setting up a displacement or distortion of the televised
image.

Plioto-electric Cell

A light-sensitive device which, by emitting a stream
of electrons under the influence of light rays and in
proportion to the amount of light falling upon it,

enables light to be turned into electricity.

Photo-electric cells are of two kinds, viz., the
Emission type and the Photronic or self-generating
type.

Photo-electrons

Name sometimes applied *o the stream of electrons
which are liberated from certain bodies under the
influence of light.

Photo-electric cells operate in virtue of the presence
within them of a stream of photo-electrons whenever
they are illuminated by light rays.

Picture Elements

Name given to the minute areas into whi:h a
picture, portrait, or scene which is to be televised is

split up by one means or another. The picture
elements are all of the same size, but they differ in

brightness. The portion of the scene which determines
or is determined by the instantaneous value of ihe
signal current.

Picture Frequency

The number of complete images transmitted per
second.

Polarisation

Applied to light rays the term denotes the culling
off of all the rays in a beam of light except those
which vibrate in one plane. Light consisting of these
one-plane vibrations is said to be '* polarised " and,
in such a condition, it possesses peculiar properties
of its own. Light rays are usually polarised by
passing them through certain crystals, such as Iceland
Spar, which effect the process automatically.

Positive Image
The image as it is normally seen on a television

screen. A photograph or any other type of illusl I

tion is a positive image, the lights and shades of ii

being a true or approximate reproduction of (hose
of the original. A positive image is, as its naq&e
implies, the opposite to a negative image.

Primary Current

A term used in connection with gas-filled pho so-

electric cells to signify the actual minute current set

up by the impact of light upon the sensitive cathode
of the gas-filled cell.

Prism
A triangular-shaped piece of glass or other trans-

parent material used in practical optical work for
bending rays of light through a right-angle, and also
in the spectroscope, for spl tiling up rays of tight into
their component colours.

Progressive Scanning

A system of exploration of the scene or image in

which continuous strips of the scanning field are
traversed in order.

Raster

The rectangular picture area built up by the
scanning spot on the end of the cathode-ray tube.

Recurrent Vision

Name given to the phenomenon of an image recur-
ring one or more times to the eye after the actual
light rays from the object have been cut off.

Recurrent vision was first noted by Young in

1801, who observed that after an object had been
intensely illuminated by an electric spark, the image
recurred to the eye several times after the spark had
passed, the image becoming fainter with each succes-
sive recurrence.

Reflection

The recoil of light rays from the surface on which
they impinge,

(7V> be comintted)
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MECHANICAL DEVICE

FOR SWITCHING ON OR OFF A TV OR RADIO SET

By Michael Dunn

IT can so easily happen in a large and busy family

that- the beginning of a much-desired television

for radio) programme is missed, simply because
nobody remembers to switch on at the right time ;

in fact, ii is sometimes remembered only after the

entire programme has ended. With the device to be
described it is possible to set the timer at leisure,

any convenient time prior to the programme, so

that it will switch the set on automatically at the

desired moment. It has proved its value over and
over again.

Essentially the unit consists of an
" L

alarm "' clock

which will switch on the set and an auxiliary circuit

which will maintain it switched on indefinitely.

Although the following details refer to the writer's

own model, the principles involved can be subject

to personal variation and improvement, both as

regards the choice of components and the general

layout. The entire unit was made from oddments
already to hand and it is, therefore, not really possible

to estimate the total cost. For instance, the telephone
bell box was purchased on the surplus market for

ninepencc, is very nicely made in solid mahogany
and makes the finished job look most professional—
at any rate from the outside. The central feature
is the electric alarm clock, movement and it is around
this xhat the circuit is designed. The telephone bell

box was found ideal for the purpose and hangs on
the wall beside the radio, serving also the additional
function of telling the time. Being easily transportable
it can also serve as an ordinaiy alarm clock, since the

bell was retained hi .situ and switched in parallel
with the output. The hell can, therefore, serve the
very useful purpose of calling the family from remote
parts of the house or garden, at the same time as
the set is switched on.

The original idea was simply to use the clock to
switch on the television, but it was soon realised that
a great improvement would be effected if the set
could be kept on indefinitely and this is done by
utilising the current drawn from the mains by the
set itself to drop a few volts which will operate a
relay.

The best way to describe both the layout and the
function of the unit is to follow the circuit diagram
(Fig. I). It will be seen that it interrupts the mains
supply to the set, but that for normal operation there
is a by-pass switch which simply short-circuits the
automatic timing switch circuit so that the TV
.can be turned on and off by its own switch in the
usual manner. The clock, however, is permanently
connected to the mains so that it keeps and tells the
correct time. When wishing to make use of the
automatic switching, the procedure and mode of
operation arc as follows :

I, With the by-pass switch closed, turn on the set
in the normal way and tune to the desired station.
The volume can then be adjusted to optimum level.

,^

2SO*
SO-

Bypass switch

—^*~C/ock contacts

CVSW]

fte/ey contacts
FT*t3 JOi

~c^;e —t

—

fRectifier

j. Bell a/arm
tjf on- off switch

switch l

Fig. I.—Theoretical circuit of tlic automatic clock witch.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
(I) Electric alarm clock movement (or

equivalent electrical liming device).

(2j Dial, hands, bezzk- and glass for
same (optional).

(3) Suitable low impedance inductance
(see text).

(4) Metal rectifier : 12 volt 0,25 amp.
or less (optionally l".W.),

(5) Low voltage relav (less than
12 volts).

(6) By-pass switch. S.l'.S.T. toggle.

(?) Electric bell (optional).

(8) On off switch Tor same. S.P.S.T.
toggle.

(*») Capacitor. 50 «!', 50 volts working
tor less), electrolytic.

I IOi Container.
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Choke

(Of course, if the station is not on
the air at the time as, for instancs,

during some parts of the day, this

will have to be done by eye and
not by ear.)

2. Leave the set switched on. but
open I he by-pass switch which will

effectively separate it from the

mains.
3. Set the alarm clock indicator to

the time of the desired programme.
At the appropriate moment the

clock contacts will close and switch

on the set. This will draw current ^^t//7er.

through the inductance, across which
will be dropped from six to 12 volts

which, after rectification, operate the

relay whose contacts are in parallel SOjjF-

with those of the clock. Thus the <*»«w
set will remain switched on inde-

pendent of the clock contacts, which
will eventually open again and 1 £xi*tins atom *ito**r an *o<.k
otherwise break the circuit, when By~pess switch tnot use(/ \

the set is switched off (e.g., at the end ' '

of the programme) current will cease Ffe- 3.— Details of the parts. The silencer is ihe large central circle.

power limitations of the timer are.

therefore, those of the capacity of the

clock contacts to make the circuit

and of both these and those of the

relay to conduct it. So long as these

are robust, it can serve many useful

purposes as a delayed action switch-
ing device.

Components and Constructional
Details

The clock movements used by the

writer was an old one from a disused
Smith's alarm clock. As it had no
dial or hands these were provided
from another broken and useless

(mechanical) clock of suitable size.

A circular hole of the right diameter
was cut in the door of the box so that

the glass and bcvzle fitted friction

tight. The dial and hands were fitted

to the movement which was then
clamped to the inside of the door ^o

A vic« of the clock as shown in fig. 3 above. thal il speared qu i te central.

(Concluded on page 528)

to flow through the inductance, the relay contacts will

open and the cycle of events will return to its starting

point. The set cannot, then, be switched on again
until the by-pass switch is closed. Because the set is

independent of the clock contacts the moment (he

relay has closed, the timing indicator may be re-set

any time after that for a further programme if

desired ; or alternatively the by-pass switch may be

closed for normal operation.

This timing unit can, of course, also be used to

switch on any relatively low-powered apparatus at a
predetermined time. If one considers the mode of
working, it is manifest that the initial flow of current

is made by the closing of the clock contacts— those

of the relay closing a fraction of a second later when
the current is already flowing. The current is broken

solely by the on/off switch of the set (or other relevant

apparatus) itself, so that neither the clock nor the

relay contacts ever have to break the current. The

Sm'tch
(press button]

Choke on Jest

FJg, 4.—Experimental circuit for obtaining suitable

value of inductance.
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set -screws, through exact centre of each slot.

Nexl cut out the short wood block. The author
used ordinary wood dowel ling to fix after treating the
block with glue.

The {in. Perspex panel can then be cut out and
drilled with the four holes, two being to attach the
panel to the block, and iwo to fix the dipole back to
the panel. Plywood could be used instead of Perspex
without much loss, but the plastic will be found less

likelj to warp.
Cut the directors to the correct lengths from the

,'in. duralumin tubing, and the reflector from the
£in. copper tubing. Cut off a sufficient length of
copper tubing for the dipole. the details of which are
shown in Fig. I, This is quite a trick> business

poftectw

worry too much if ihe tube is somewhat out of its

true tubular section on the bends, and the author's
does actually appear flatter at the bends than shown.
Heat can be used, but care is required, as copper
conducts heat very readily and unlike iron or steel
the metal is softened if quenched in water. When
exactly to shape, cut out and drill a piece of copper
sheet for the flange, drill (his with fixing holes, and
sweat it in position at the top of the lower limb.
A soldering iron is useless for this iob, and it can

Dir.7
D/r.B

Brass set-screws
2BA x ify" long

through beam amf
e/ements

Fig. 3.— The complete aerial
and details and measure mem'-, «f

the cross-boom.

-Lower limb of Dipofe is

screwed to Aluminium strip

Centre of Qipo!?

<j* Block f}$*/ff Han

•w

•Jwq'wog

-J1—

4

4

S/OtS

T^
^jfT-

I63A
s—a-

especially the bending, and a full-size paper drawing
should preferably be made, as shown in Fig. 1,

but without dimensions. As the bending proceeds
this will act as an accurate guide or template. A piece
Of String measured around the outside of the drawing
will give the exact length of tubing required. Do not

only be done by heating the job over a gas llame. or
by use of a blowlamp,

Drill each director at its exact centre, also the
reflector. Aluminium foil was used by the author
for the conductor, and this can be purchased in
Several yard lengths as cooking foil. Cut to the full
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1 Ha width, and about 8ft. long or more. Start from
one end, and push into each slot, and fixing each
director as you go along.

It is necessary to change from side to the underside
of the beam for connecting to the lower limb of the
dipole. Fig, 2 shows how this is done by four simple
folds ; no cutting is necessary. Some brass washers
may be inserted under the cheese heads of the fixing

set-screws, but if the hardwood is a good one they
should not be necessary.

It wilt be noted that a sufficient length of beam has
been allowed for, for fitting fixing brackets, although
it is quite possible the aerial can be supported on
suitable rafters if the direction of the aerial allows.
There are some readers who may prefer to make

light trestles for each end. It is important, of course,
to get the beam quite horizontal and the elements
vertical,

The tubing lengths as used by the author are given
below.

1 Dipole- 2ft. 2|in. As this is folded, over twice
length should be taken to allow^ for bending radius.

Reflector -2ft. 4j-in. Director 5 == lft. II gin

Director 1 2ft. Ijin. Director 6=-
1 Ft. lOf in

Director 2 21 1. l|in. Director 7 I ft. 10^-in.

Director 3 -2ft. OH in. Director S -Ift. m&.
Direct or 4 2ft. Oin.

Spacing between Directors^ 5 Jin,

Spacing from Dipole to Reflector -lft. I fin,

The aerial described was used in conjunction with
a Marconi Model VT.53DA and their special con-
verter type T22II, and it was found to tune in

correctly to Channel 9 division of the converter's
dial. Pick up was about equal to that of Channel J,

taiso in loft) a slight adjustment of contrast control

on unit only being necessary once to give an equal
picture on both bands for switching purposes.

Additional Notes

The author would stress the point that this aerial

was designed primarily for loft or indoor use, and it

>hould not be erected outside where weal her conditions
would soon warp the wood beam.
When the beam has been slotted and drilled it

should be given a coat of shellac varnish. This can
be easily prepared by dissolving flake shellac in

methylated spirit. This varnish dries quite quickly,

and will help against any dampness warping the beam.
Stout brass screws should be used to fix the panel

to the block, and make sure the panel, and dipole,

are quite perpendicular. A piece of copper wire
passed under each of the two screws and under the
back tubing only of the dipole, is a small precaution
against the possibility of ghost images caused by
unconnected metal. This latter point brings up the

question of loft junk. Have a look round, and remove
any large metal objects lying around which might
cause unwanted reflections. Old stair rods, if metal,
are not helpful.

If one has a Channel 1 BBC aerial already working
in the loft, some experiment will be necessary to find

the best location for the new Band III aerial. The
latter being more directional will, of course, be
restricted to almost one definite angle.

The directors should, of course, be pointed towards
the transmitter, with the reflector the farthest away.
Use good coaxial cable for this type of aerial.

There is a special air spaced type, having approx-
imately a Jin. outside diameter. The conductor is

stranded copper, and this is another point to guard

against in purchase. There are types with a solid

single strand core conductor. Whilst .satisfactory

for the BBC band this type can cause losses on the

higher frequency of Band III.

In purchasing copper tubing the inside diameter is

usually referred to. It will be found that I in. tubing
measures about |in. outside, gin. tubing equals about
4in. outside and so on.

Perspex per&j 6*x 4*x jfe

Upper limb of Dipa.'i

Air gap

Dowel

Main wood beam

Lower limb of Otpois

Hs.

Block

4.—DeJails of the dipole gap.

If it is proposed to silver plate the copper tubing
elements, dipole and reflector, the plating operation
should be left until last, after all drilling, bending and
sweating work is c6rnple*cd. The thin silver skin

given by the simple plating powders will not take a

lot of after friction, although, thin though it is, this

type of plating does give a definite increase in

efficiency, so desired in indoor aerials. After plating,

remove excess chemical salts by a very light sponging
with clean cold water. Do not scrub, of course, or
light plating will be removed. There is little object

in giving the tubes a heavier electro-plating, and
that would, of course, be quite an expensive item.

Keep coaxial lead clear from electric wiring cable.

Scottish Radio Show
\TSlTORS to the Scottish Radio Show, Kelvin
* Hall, Glasgow, May 22nd to June 1st, will be
assured of seeing television pictures at their best.

The Exhibition Technical Committee of the Radio
Industry Council has made arrangements with the
G.P.O. and the BBC for a vision circuit—a special

land line—to be available between Kirk o'Shous
and the R.l.C. control room at Kelvin Hail, from
which suitable programmes will be piped around the
television receivers in the exhibition. There will also
be a link between the BBC arena at Kelvin Hall and
the R.l.C. control room to provide program ri-

ot her times. And the BBC are planning an additional
source of pictures—a dais-

for celebrity interviews
equipped with TV camera.

For the alternative (Band 111) television circuit,

Scottish Television are to have two tele-cine equip-
ments and two cameras providing popular TV
programmes, including films—some of them current
on commercial programmes in England- and live

pictures from their celebritv dais.

The exhibition, of course, is too early for pro-
grammes from the I.T.A. transmitter at Black Hill.
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A C.R.T. Quality Tester
ANOTHER VITAL ACCESSORY FOR THE SERVICE WORKSHOP

By J. Brown

CATHODE RAY TUBES and their condition
always offer a query to both amateur and pro-
fessional service engineers. We ail know the

100 per cent, test is to replace the suspect with a
** known to be good" tube. This means a targe stock
of C.R.T.s or the monotonous job of dismantling two
sets to tr> the good tube from one. This is not pos-
sible to a busy firm or the Ham (who repairs the odd
set), as there are at present no fewer than 40-50 tubes
in use in various sets. The writer, however, decided
to try and solve this " quality of C.R.T.s" problem :

after man) lypes of circuits, the circuit that developed
ts. as far as is known, completely original and most
successful. Various modifications were made to the

prototype and the final circuit is shown below. The
circuit includes both quality test, also electrode

shorts rest, these are all carried out with the Heater
at operating temperature. There is also included
a method for reactivation or over-running the heater.

At this stage, it should be pointed out that this has
only been successful in one case out of 16 that were
tried : however, this can be carried out at the last

resort.

The Circuit

This is normal circuitry, using a small halt-wave
metal rectifier circuit to supply the small amount of
D.C. voltage needed for the operations, there is

perhaps unusual switching, also the transformer if

built as the final instrument would have to be wound;
the cost would be about 30s. Fig. 1 shows the
original circuit. This used as the heater supply an
Avo valve tester: any valve tester would suffice
as the heater supply : this saves the cost of the
transformer.

The Method of Operation

To set up to read quality, SIA-D is switched to the
No. 1 position, heater voltage set to suit the tube
under test, the tube is connected to the correct holder
and the instrument switched on. As the heater
warms up to the operating temperature, the meter
needle moves to the position, giving the cathode
current. Examples of readings are given as below.

A 14in. tube with poor emission and poor focus
read 20 /<A.

Rx ana ffy to suit Ml
for full scale deflection

SOOuA
1
Ml w&$ used

' in
prototype

I in. 1 . —Theoretical circuit S2 V and Ti arc the sliorts test snitch. Position 1. Zero meter. Position 2. Cathode
gm. Position 3, Grid ''heater. Position 4, Heatei cathode. Read on meter, if no reading, tube hits no shorts.

Shorts Mmw up on meter us u deflection clockwise. S4 and S5 yre set sit 6,3 writs.
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A 14m. tube brand new gave a reading of 150 ftA. would be O.K., although the readings would beA reactivated tube read 70 ,hA after 33. mins. of different and would have to be set up using tubes
reactivation (previous 25 jiA). known to be O.K. These readings are tabulated inA 17m. lube low in emission read 25 ^A. a Utile book for use when requiredA 17in. new tube read 400 >iA.

,
To Set Up for Shorted Electrode Readings

Jo Reactivate Switch the instrument on with the zero pot, control
bet up as explained, with switch S5 set at the to minimum, after the switch is in Position I.

indicator Socket
On/off
Switch
SJ

Position 1,

2.

Zero meter

Cathode,' Grid

Heater,' Grid

Heater/Cathode

Fig. 2.—A suggested containing case for the resier. S4 should also have a scale.

correct voltage, take the quality reading. Switch S4
to 25 per cent, increase, e.g., if tube is 6.3 volts, switch
S4 to increase the voltage to 1 volt boost, reactivate
for a period and take the reading, if the reading has
increased try in the set again. If still no good, increase
the boost volts lo 3 and reactivate again. This is the
maximum of boost 50 per cent., this must never be
exceeded at any time. The tube need not be removed
from the set during this process. As explained there
has been only one success this being a I2in. with
poor brilliance. The tube was reactivated for 40 mim
at 2 volts plus 1 volt boost, and the reading increased
from 20 /*A to 70 //A and the tube gave another 10
months of useful life. The voltage for this test should
be approximately 90 volts, at the choke. The meter
used was a 500 fiA surplus movement, but a I mA

Position

short.

Position
short.

Position
?hort.

The meter is now zeroed Lip re-

adjusting ihe pot so the meter

reads full scale. The voltage in

not enough to damage the elec-

trodes. Should at any time the

meter read below half-scale the

tube is doubtful, if it reads low

(back to the settled position!

there exists shorts. The switch

S2 A and B can be switched to

the three positions 1, 2, and 3".

Any reading will give the staie

of shorts at the particular

electrodes. Example: A 12in.

tube read 90 fiA on the

scale, there was very I idle

To heater supply^

eo_ valve tester
or transformer

Meter

r&TP
: i

C/?X

?MCl
i—^/vvvwwwtAivy-f

—

90V

I llil

COMPONENTS
Mains transformer Special Type. Wound l»v

Majestic Winding Co.
I— DRM2 metal rectifier.

t—Receiver type smoothing choke.
2—8 i<F 250 volt working condensers.
RY and RX to suit meter used (RX was J00 K

nirewound and RY was made a 1 Meg. variable
also.)

54 Single-pole 4-way.
55 Single-pole 5 -way.
SIA-D 4-pole 2-way,
S2A-B 4-way 2 -pole.
500 ts\ or I mA meter.
5-pin socket and plug (similar to the type used on

batteries).

Tube holders.
Toggle switch for on/off switch.
Nuts, bolts, wire, etc.

Containing case

Fig. 3.—The meter may be used in the grid circuit n
read grid current, but this was not successful, so the

meter was placed in the cathode circuit.

definition and was found to have a cathode
heater short. The actual resistance with an ohmmeier
26 ohms from one side of heater to cathode and 1

1

ohms the other. Again emphasising these tests art
carried out with the heater a: the correct operating
temperature as opposed to shorts frying to be found
with an ohmmeter.

The 5 -pin plug and socket is used, so that tubes of
different bases may be tested by using extra leads
and base lo suit the tube. For example ; Duodecal
Base requires one lead, English Bases tubes use
another lead, etc. This little instrument can prove
ils worth in a short while, as the tube quality can
be tested without removing the tube from the set

or carton. Whilst it is not claimed 100 per cen(.
infallible it gives a true report on the quality if u^ed
correctly and tabulated figures are available.
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THE P*!2'P£«?SSf
TELEVISION ; bpehtbv

RADIO ' '
B

pH0T06«*
l""r *

of
learning »*%»**«« PH ^

IMA"""
!

Etc-

,
SCIE"CE

nCUft • . complete!/ up-to-date methods of giving instruction in a
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for

self-study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

Ar£t¥* t •experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched

on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to

each student for personal and indi"idual tuition throughout the course.

!n the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are

supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits {amplifiers,

oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete
design and servicing of modern commercial radio and television

receivers.

If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or

interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own full-

time or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal and may
be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to-day for a free

Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever.

The only Home Study
College run by
a World~wide
industrial

organisation

EMI

SUBJECTS

INCLUDE—
RADIO SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION • MECHANICS • CHEMISTRY

PHOTOGRAPHY • ELECTRICITY - WOODWORK
ELECTRICAL WIRING DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

ART, etc,

COURSES FROM
IS/- PER MONTH
j

E.H.I. INSTITUTES Dept ^SX.London, W 4 L

at Hayes.

INSTITUTES

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE ...„1

iifun-dar 21) BLOCK i

' CAPS
PLEASE I

I am Interested in the following subiect(sl with- without equipment

I

-.— . ... - - »cw I

JUNE, 57 We thaH no: worry /on K\lh persona! visits

— Part cf We4 Afaj terb b'oicc ," /Pfarc otfiphotie , etc.. etc
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OSMOR VARIABLE Band I ATTENUATOR
Balances reception of ITA and BBC in all areas and avoids constant adjustment of controls. Ths Osmsr is the only
variable attenuator that will reduce the signal exactly to the required level. Easily Fitted—just plug in. Reduction
ratios variable 2-

1 to 10- 1. An Essential with all types of Band III Converters. 10/-, plus 9d, p. & p. From your
Dealer—or direct.

BAND I FILTER
Rejects BBC from ITA aerial and Improves picture. Suitable
for all makes. Fitted in 2 minutes. 10/6, including instructions.

. SWITCH-TUNED F.M,
j

| Complete Kit. ior Switch-
Tuner with II tuned F.M

control available

(Automatic frequency 1

ITA CONVERTERS LONDON • LICHFIELD

Complete Kit 65/- Completely wired 80/"
Both plus 2/- post and packing.

EDEE We keep right up to date

' H m^fi^fi m building the latest circuits

published in " Practical Wireless," " Wireless

World," and " Radio Constructor " and we stock

the components specified. Send IQJd. in stamps
for circuits, fully descriptive literature together
with coil and coilpack leaflets, component lists,

chassis drawings and templates.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.
Dept. PTII. —

ITA Band 111

CONVERTER KIT
Complete with all components, including power unit,
for construction of an efficient Band III converter.
Nothing else to buy. Circuit, wiring diagram, chassis
templates and complete instructions, £6.19.0.

Plus 2/6 p. & p.

418 Brighton Road. South Croydon'
Surrey. Croydon 51 J

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE ! I

1

C0.B ORDERS RECEIVED RY 3,30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER. PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

SAME AFTERNOON

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

38, CHALCOTRD., LONDON, N.W.I
WWmrose 9090

FOR 0NT.Y ed. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WF LINSURE YOtJE VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE ]*KTRANSIT. ALL CNTSSUSLD PAECELS WCDSTOMERi' RISK.
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A Projection TV Improvement
AVOIDING DISTORTION WHEN SCREEN AND OPTICAL UNIT ARE NOT PARALLEL

By A. M. St. Clair

PROJECTION television, once hailed as the
answer to the simultaneous achievement of
economy and big pictures, seems to be on the

wane. Yet many serious writers are agreed that if

colour is to achieve popularity it will be through a
projection system. Certainly ihe cost of a 2 1 in.

colour tube must remain for many years a prohibitive

factor. It therefore behoves the amateur, so often the

prime mover, all too often later forgotten in new
developments, to turn his attention to certain aspects
of projection television.

The chief reason Tor the decline of projection systems
is the rather unsatisfactory nature of a rear-projection
picture. Even with the best screens, it is highly
directional : even with the best optical arrangements,
ii is appreciably less brilliant than a directly-viewed

picture on a good modern aluminised tube. The
second objection means that really satisfactory day-
light viewing is rarely achieved : the first sadly
attenuates the advantages of any big picture set-up, in

thai it restricts the number of persons who can view
simultaneously to those who may conveniently be
seated more or less directly in front of the screen.

Neither of these disadvantages holds for front-
projection systems. With a well-designed screen, less

Jigs. I, X and 3. -A screen and projector at angle to

each other and the resultant distorted picture.

light is lost by reflection than by transmission through
a screen in the other method. Moreover, the picture
is equally visible from all angles, and even the " hot-
spot.*' so annoying to the best-placed viewers in a rear-

projection set, is eliminated. Of course, these advan-
tages are well-known to those whose business it is to

provide really large-scale television for sizeable audi-
ences : and 1 know of several amateurs who have
established such apparatus. There are. however, two
snags in front-project ion for domestic use. In the

first place, it means that a screen has to be set up, a
separate article from the receiver, and correctly

aligned each time that the set is brought into use.

And it means that either the projector itself, or a

mirror, must lie on the line perpendicular to the centre
of the screen, thereby occupying so to speak the best
seat in the house. It would be very pleasant if we
could arrange things so that the front of the screen
was unimpeded ; so that viewers could move their

heads, or walk about the room freely, without fear of
interrupting the picture, or losing sight of it*. Even
perhaps if we could arrange a front-projection
receiver with screen complete in a cabinet of reason-
able size—a thing not possible in the ordinary wa\

,

precluded by the necessity of having some pari of the
optical system directly in front of the screen.

A Solution

All of these things can be achieved by a compara-
tively simple means. Look ai Fig. I. Here we have a
projector television or any other kind, the same
laws of optics apply to magic lanterns—on the floor,

throwing obliquely on to a vertical screen placed quite
close to it. The outlines of a rectangular picture
would be distorted into the shape shown in Fig. 2.

This is a trapezium, and the effect is a form of
trapezium distortion ; to distinguish it from the
electronic (C.R.T.J effect of that name, however, it is

called " keystone effect."" In ordinarycinema practice,
and in very large-screen television, where both the
screen and the projector are above the heads of the

Fram<:—scan Waveform

ins Waveform

Number vf tines greatly rec/ucect to facilitate presentation

Fig. 4.—Waveform oT frame scan.

audience and the " throw "
is a long one. it does not

assume serious proportions, and is cured, or partially
cured, by tilting the screen a little. Since, for our
purposes, it would be desirable to have the projector
very close to the plane of the screen, either above or
below, and since in these conditions the tilt required
would make the picture virtually invisible, we must
seek other means of correction.

Consider what would happen if, instead of starling
with a rectangular picture, we projected a reverse
trapezium. It would show on the screen as a rectangle.
So what we want on the end of our projection tube is a
picture like Fig. 3.

Now think what this means in terms of the scan-
ning waveforms, since it is these which determine the
shape of the raster. It implies I hat each successive
line must have a slightly greater amplitude than its
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predecessor throughout the time of a frame sain,
This gives us a form as in Fig. 4, from which we see
that ihe output of the line timebase has been modu-
lated by ihat of \be frame timebase, How to achieve
this?

H.T.+

^

•
^ 1

Sawtooth
Output

1M' \

Line \

Sync. \

>

Fig. 7. — Condenser
waieform of Fi>;. fi.

improperiy
Corrected
Paster

Fig. 5. —A basic timebase
circuit.

Fig. 8. -Raster shape
produced by vv a \ e-

form of Fig. 7.

Circuits

Before we get down to circuitry, a brief word on
timebases, as they are dealt with in. this article, it will

be noticed that in the above discussion no distinction
has been drawn between current and voltage wave-
forms. Fundamentally, a timebase consists of a
device for charging a condenser to a small fraction
of the applied voltage, or of otherwise ensuring that

its charging-rate is linear, and of discharging it very
rapidly at the end of certain predetermined intervals.

)t produces a saw-tooth voltage. This voltage often
undergoes modifications to enable a saw-tooth
current to pass through a

- scanning-coil, but in the
last analysis all timebases start off by producing a saw-
tooth voltage. Inevitably, there are exceptions, or
apparent exceptions. Timebases where the condenser
is allowed to charge well beyond the point of linearity.

Fig. 6.—A frame timebase circuit.

Timebases where the compression of the circuitry

is such that it obscures the fundamentals. But what
is said here is true of all normal timebases, and its

application in a particular, instance requires merely
that the experimenter should understand how his

timebase really functions. In what follows, therefore,
I shall use, for simplicity, the basic timebase of Fig. 5.

It is not suggested that this timebase be actually used :

it is serving as a symbol, for which the experimenter
should substitute his own line timebase circuit.

The amplitude of scan de\ eloped depends on the
rate of charge between successive sync, impulses.
This in turn depends upon the applied voltage.
Suppose we vary the applied voltage at frame fre-

quency as in Fig. 6. Here, the condenser wi!l charge
up to a higher voltage each line, as in Fig. 7. But it

will return to the same reference voltage each lime,
also as in Fig, 7. This would give the raster shape
of Fig, 8. To avoid this, we must introduce some
frame scan voltage between the condenser and the

Fig. y.

Earth Potent-txi

Waveform resulting from Fig. 10 circuit.

earth line. This is done as in Fig. 9, The exac
amount depends upon the ratio of the total H.T. at X
to the normal amplitude of the condenser swing. Jf

the condenser normally is'altowed to charge to one-
fifth of the H.T. voltage, for example, the signal ui

A should be one-fifth of thai ai B. The variation in-

the upwards excursions of the condenser voltage

Screen
inside ~-

fid

Front silvered^
mirror

inside cabinet

Projector Unit—

Chassis -

Fig. H. —-A layout to make use of (he ideas expressed
here.
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will then be balanced by exact!) opposite variations

in the downwards excursions, giving the waveform
of I ig, 10, The gain control in Hg. 10 enables us to

adjust i he slopes of the sides of the resultant raster,

so thai we can match it exact!) to Fig. 3.

Now, we can project from an angle as steep, within

reason. us we like. Within reason'.' Two things to

note ! The .-steeper the angle of projection, the greater

the difficulty of obtaining satisfactory optical focus
over the whole picture. And the shortened lines

necessarily offer somewhat inferior definition to the

Hg. 10.— Gain contrul tiin.it H> adjust slopes «f side's.

full scan. A slightly tilted screen alle\iates both
effects simultaneously ; under such conditions, an
overall' ratio of longest to shortest line of about
1.5 : 1 can be used. E\en in a separate-screen set-up,
this will enable the projector to be placed really close
to the screen, and well below it. giving a lay-out
vastly superior in convenience. It can also lead to the

arrangement of Fig. 11.

This arrangement, which is given in rudimentary
form, enables us to have front projection in a single-

unit construct ion. with the screen on the inside of the
lid of- a radiogram-sized cabinet a thing hitherto
virtually impossible for front-projection systems. It

has been tested by the author using the usual Milliard
projection tube and Schmidt optical system, when the
picture, of 36jn. diagonal, gave really good daylight
viewing ; and also projecting a 21 in. diagonal picture
(equivalent to a 2lin. tube in si/et, from a GJE.C.
9in. direct viewing tube, using as the optical system
onl\ an old. chipped two-part lens, diameter and' focal
length approximately 8in. and 20in., respectively.
Its original purpose is unknown ut me : it Was housed
in a brass lube which had the maker's name engraved
>n line copperplate, followed by " Paris, 1893." It

cost me 25s.. and t feel that many similar " treasures "

must remain to be found in local "junk shops." In
this case, though the rube was given a 20 per cent.
overvoltage (EJ3.X.—heater volts were kept normal.),
view ing was satisfactory only in dim ambient lighting.

It was. however, not notably inferior to many rear-

projeccion osteins of much greater complexity and
cost.

Hints

\ lew practical points. It is difficult to modulate a
line T.B. output stage, ft is not impossible, but it

should be undertaken only by experimenters having
an adequate knowledge of the power- and voltage-

handling capacities of the preceding stage. It is

better to modulate the line oscillator. In this case,

it must be borne in mind that the compensating voltage

developed at A. Fig. JO, must be used in such a fashion

as to make the final raster symmetrical. This may
mean removing true earth from the entire timebasc.

Of using a voltage negative to earth to supply the

modulator cathode, or applying the compensating
voltage, perhaps suitably shaped by a network,
between the bottom end of the line coil and earth.

The appropriate method in each case wilt be dictated

by the actual timebase circuitry. Any good home
cine screen is suitable for these arrangements, but the

best screen is a sheet of finely sand-blasted aluminium.
If the folded optical system of Fig. 1 1, is attempted, a

front-silvered mirror should be used. This, of course.
is true of all mirrors used in any projection system,
since rear-silvering gives "ghosts." and results in .,

loss of light. If it is felt that it is unsatisfactory to
leave the contents of the cabinet in Fig. 1 1 open to

the air when the lid is raised, a sheet of plate-gkis^

may he used as a top-board. This will result in some
slight loss of brilliance, and will have to be kept vftrj

clean ; but it can give a good appearance, if the
** works V beneath are suitably boxed, and if the
controls are mounted through the' glass in t In-

comers, where they will not impede the light from
i he projector.

ft is not claimed that the above notes exhaust
i he subject

. Rather, they are intended as,a guide to the
experimenter. An idea is suggested, that of the
trapezoidal raster, which can improve the performance
of. and remove some of the snags from, front projec-
tion systems . and a method of realising it, .found
workable by the author, is outlined. It is not to be
doubted that other, perhaps better or simpler, method*
eSiisi : and it is hoped thai this article nuiv assist

others to. their discovery.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS JUNE ISSUE
NOW ON SALE PRICE 1s. 3d.

An Electronic Timer and ati Amateur Commuui~
cations Receiver form the main constructional
features of our companion paper PRACTICAL
WIRELESS which is now on sale. The Timer will

enable any snitching operation to be carried out
where a lapse of time has ta be included, such at in
photographic enlarging, opening or closing a door,
etc. The Amateur Communications Receiver is an
S-raire plus rectifier set with multiple coil switching.

In addition to the above, the concluding article

on a Hi~Fi Tape Recorder also appears, whilst there
arc two exhibition reviews also included in this

issue. The first deals with the Radio Components
Show, and the second with the Audio Fair.

Also appearing in the issue is the first article
dealing with Starting a Service Department; and
other articles deal with Short Ware Transposed
Doublet Aerials ;

; Transformers for Transistors ,'

the RJ155 Communications Receiver ; Transistor
Circuit Applications; Using a "High Cycle"
Transformer on 50 cjs Mains; and the usual
features, whilst the Transmitting Article deals h it ft

Further Pointers on the.VFO.
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THIS instrument enables EHT voltages of up to

20 kV or more to be measured directly and
quickly. It consists of a calibrated spark gap,

which can be used for high-voltage measurement
because the voltage required to spark across a gap of

given length is virtually constant for the particular

gap. (The required voltage is actually affected by

changes in the atmospheric pressure and humidity,

but for normal use these effects can be neglected.)

In use, the gap is first opened up to its maximum
value and the high voltage connected across it. The
gap length is then slowly reduced until a spark occurs,

at which point the length is read off and the value of

the voltage determined from the instrument's cali-

bration chart.

The use of a calibrated spark gap in this way is not

new, of course, but this particular instrument is so

designed that it can easily he made by the amateur

using only simple hand tools and yet is still capable

of good accuracy. It docs not involve the use of a

lathe or other precision work and the design can,

without difficulty, be modified to use whatever

materials happen to be in the scrap box.

As can be clearly seen from the illustrations, the

spark gap itself consists of two brass door-knobs,

mounted upon parts of their normal square-section

operating spindle, but any similar spherical or nearly-

spherical metal parts can be substituted, providing

thev are free from dents or projections near the

middle. The diameter is not critical ; in the unit

being described, the knobs arc I |in. in diameter. The

main framework of the voltmeter is made from !in,

thick "bakelite" sheet and its detailed design is a

mailer of faslc. So long as a rigid mounting Tor the

two halves of the gap is provided, the shape of the

Linear Scale Circular Scale

Making a
KiloYoltme

di
to /

r
JS\

&4j&-'9
I HI2M0U.

O ,K/ O
<

Fig. 1.—The two scales Tor calibration

remainder is not important, but the "pistol grip''

handle shown has been found to be very convenient

in use. The pistol grip can be made from a separate

piece of the insulating material and bolted to the

main body, if desired.

Construction

One of the door-knobs is rigidly fixed to the front

of the main framework and electrically connected to

the probe. The knob may most easily be fixed by

means of a short length of its own spindle, although

the version shown in the photograph uses a round-

section rod for this purpose, since originally this rod

was extended forwards to form the probe itself. The

reason for subsequently providing a separate probe

will be explained later.

.

The second door-knob is fixed to a longer piece of

its own spindle, which slides in two square holes in a

metal bracket fixed to the back of the framework.

These holes should be carefully cut to have the least

possible side play, but if they are accidentally made a

little too large, judicious twisting or bending of one

A CALIBRATED SPARK-GAP VOLTMETER

WHICH CAN BE MADE BY THE

AMATEUR By A. C. Kay

or both ends of the bracket will help to correct the

error. At one end of its travel, the moving knob (or
"" sphere." to give it the accepted term when talking

of such spark gaps) is in contact with the fixed sphere,

and less than \ in. of movement away from this

position is needed.
We now come to the part of the instrument which

controls the length of the gap. A short pillar is fixed

to the moving spindle, projecting sideways from it for

a distance of about lin. This is drilled and tapped

6 B.A. in a direction parallel io the axis of the spindle,

and one end of the operating rod is screwed through

this hole. The rod can be a piece of 6 B.A. studding

about 25-in. long or a suitably modified long 6 B.A.

screw, and the back end of the rod passes through a

hole in a substantial metal

bracket fixed to the framework
and so placed that the rod is

parallel to the spindle. Lock-

nuts are placed on the rod on
the front side of the bracket,

and it is a slight refinement in

the design if the part of the rod

passing through the hole can be

left unthreaded. A compression

spring slipped over the main
spindle tends to open the gap

purposes. anj causes the lock-nuts on the

' control rod to be kept in contact with the bracket :

ihis completely eliminates back-lash when the

voltmeter is in use and greatly contributes to its

accuracy. The spring could be replaced by a rubber

band stretched between the pillar on the spindle

and the bracket supporting the operating rod, but

l he rubber would naturally not be so durable. A
knob is later fixed to the back end of the operating

rod, and turning this causes the gap to open or

close ; the knob, however, is not placed finally in

position until the circular scale has been added.

The remainder of the instrument consists of the

two scales, one linear (straight) and the other circular,

which are so arranged that one complete rotation of

the circular scale equals one division of the linear

scale. They are thus similar in use to those on an

ordinary micrometer. The linear scale is about i in.

long and is fixed to the framework so that it is parallel

to the moving spindle and level with its upper surface.

Each of its divisions is equal to the pitch of the 6 B.A.

thread on the operating rod (i.e., the distance between

successive threads). To mark it out, the simplest way
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is to press a 6 B.A. screw lengthways on to a piece of
paper so that the threads make a series of marks on
it ; with a little care, the marks can then be used to

mark out the actual scale. This can be made from a

small piece of aluminium sheet, and if it is first rubbed
lightly with a very fine emery cloth, it will be found
that the scale can be drawn on it with Indian ink,

using a mapping pen or similar fine nib. It is con-

venient to lengthen slightly and number the fifth and
tenth divisions for case of reading. A scale 15

divisions long should be ample.

its rim which are numbered 00, 05, 10, 1?. 20 and so
on up to 95, as indicated in Fig. 1. To set these out,
draw a line about 3in. long on a piece of paper and
then through the centre of this line draw a series of
other lines like the spokes of a wheel, having angles
of 18 deg. between them. A protractor will simplify
this part of the job. Place the centre of the cup over
the point where these lines intersect and mark the
scaIe.divisions on the rim immediately over each of
the lines.

A small pointer is fixed to the bracket through
which the operating rod passes and, as already
described, the scale is placed on the rod adjacent to

the pointer and fixed firmly to the rod by means of a
nut on either side. Tt is important that the angular
position of the circular scale should be such that,

when the pointer of the linear scale is opposite one
of the scale divisions, the pointer of the circular
scale should be opposite the "00" mark.

Finally, the means for connecting the two sides

of the spark gap to the high-voltage point are added.
A flexible lead is attached, by means of a solder tag,

to a convenient fixing screw of the metal bracket
which supports the moving sphere, and the other end
of the lead is equipped with a crocodile clip. Tbis is

always connected to the earthy side of the voltage
being measured, a point which is important if the
operator is to avoid the danger of contact with the
" hot " side of the high voltage. A metal rod about

Spring Supporting Bracket
(fixed underneath)

framework J^

Linear Scafe

Earth Lead

Main Framework

A pointer is fixed to the

moving spindle so that it

traverses the scale. It can

be made from another

small piece of aluminium
sheet, suitably marked
with a cursor line or
pointer and should be

located on the spindle so

that, when the spark gap
is closed, the pointer is at or near to the zero end
of the scale. The exact position is unimportant,

since the scale position is quite arbitrary.

The circular scale is made from the metal cap from
a bottle of a well-known make of ink. Almost any
circular piece of material, metal or otherwise, could
be used, but the ink-bottle cap has been used because

it has a fairly wide and reasonably flat rim and can be

easily marked with the scale divisions by scratching

away with a scriber the paint covering. A hole is

drilled in the exact centre to enable the scale, when
completed, to be placed on the control rod next to the

operating knob and fixed very firmly in position by

lock nuts.

The scale is marked with 20 equal divisions round

5in. long, with one end tapered to form a probe, is

mounted at the front of the main framework close

to the fixed sphere and connected to it via resistor

of about 2 M£2. The resistor is not essential and
the probe may be connected directly to the fixed

sphere, but its inclusion serves to limit the current

surge when the gap sparks over. It has a negligible

effect on the calibration of the instrument.

Reading the Scales

Reading the scales is very easy. Simply read the

number on the linear scale against the nearest scale

division on the left of the pointer. In the example
shown in the illustration (Fig. t) this is 4. Add to this

{Continued on page 540)
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Oscillator Radiation
LIMITS OF RADIATION FROM TELEVISION AND V.H.F SETS AND THE METHOD

OF MEASUREMENT

70

^

IN 1954, B.R.E.M.A. announced limits which had
been adopted by the Association for oscillator

radiation From television and V.H.F". receivers,

and details were given of the method of measurement.
The limits were set out under three headings : (I)

direct radiation measured at a distance of 10 m.,(ii)

aerial terminal voltage, and (iiii oscillator voltage

appearing at the mains terminals.

Since then, considerable work has been carried

out. both in this country and internationally, on the

standardisation of a method of measurement having
special regard to (a) simple site and apparatus require-

ments, (b) simplicity of measurement, and (c) repeat-

ability of Ke s u 1 1 s. w i t h i n

reasonable limits, at different

sites. Asa result of this work,
a method of measurement of

the total free space radiation

ui 3 metres has been evolved

h> the International Electro-

icehnical Commission and it

is anticipated that, with minor
amendments, this will be uni-

versally adopted.

The method is sufficient!)

compact in tts requirements to

permit the apparatus to be set

up on. for example, a flat roof.

Its features have been e\ten-

S i ve I y con s i dered by the appro -

priate technical committees of
B.R.E.M.A. with the result

th at recomme nd a t io n S 53 e re

submitted that this method
should now supersede the prc-

\ ious method oT meastiremen:
at 10 metres : although the

former aerial terminal voltage

measurement is no longer laid

down as part of the measure-
ment, it should be noted as an
additional measurement which is useful io designers.

and details are given in Appendix "A".
Ai the same time, limits of radiation were reviewed

and recommendations were made as under :

specified network, or 1.5 m//W. when measured as
set out in Appendix " B ".

It is hoped that both these recommendations will

be widely accepted. With the development of the

V.H.F. bands for television and F.M. sound broad-
casting, the whole question of mutual interference

between receivers is attaining an increasing signifi-

cance, and it is considered essential that these limits

should be met.
It is anticipated that both the method and limits

will be incorporated virtually unchanged in the

revised British Standard 905 which, it is hoped, will

be published later this year.

^40

_L

A television receiver tuned to Channel 6 and using
the standard IJF with oscillator hioh is not required
to meet the "in Band Limit" but must not exceed ImWm

ImV/m

2QOjJ&m

7Q/j\f4r,

IIII

SOOjj^ym

2QOtM>m \

1

H
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Mil l i I l

aoo ?so

Fig-

In the Tii one over 30 Me s up to

, ,. 41 .', ., ,
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, „ „ M too „
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, „ „ ,, 216 .,

• .1 irlevlthm /t-ceirer tinted it

jh h >id required 10 meet ilu;

., „ 100 „ ., „ 200 n
,. ..174 , 500 „
., -216 „ M ,. 200 .,

,. „ 250 ,. ,. M 1.000 „
< ktmncl 6 and using 'he nuttdurtt I.I', with v&tlllattH
" i/i-liitiiit " limit, bm mum nol exceed 1 ml.ro.

ISO

Frequency in Mc/i.

Limits for R.F. oscillator radiation.

This method of measurement and the same limits

are also applicable to radiation at I.F. harmonic
frequencies, which have been found to be troublesome
in particular with some V.H.F, F.M. receivers.

Details of the procedure for mea-
surement at 3 metres follow and have
been prepared for convenience, prior

to the publication of ihc official

British Standard.

not exceeding 200 wV/m
,. ' 70 ..

After making allowances for the differences in

methods, ihe amount of *'in-band" radiation m
Band 1 is unchanged from the former limit, but the
" out-of-band ** limit up to 100 Mc s has heen slightly

relaxed and new limits have been established for the

range 100-250 Mc's, The upper frequency limit for

mains terminal voltage measurement has been fixed at

100 \Jc s and the limit remains 500 it\ into the

Site Requirement

The measuring site should be llat

and free from reflecting objects. No
extraneous metal objects having a dimension in excess

of 15 cms. should be in the vicinity of the receiver

under test or of the field strength meter aerial.

Scttiny-up and Measuring Procedure.

( 1 i Sei up the apparatus as shown in Fig. 2. centrally

on a wire mesh ground screen of dimensions y 6
metres. All structures and supports should be
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non-conducting material. The structure on which
i lie receiver under lest is mounted should he rotatabie
from a remote point through ,360 deg. and the
horizontal dipole should be parallel to the face of
the receiver and rotatabie through 180 deg. relative

to it, so as to enable the phase relationship between
chassis and aerial radiation to be reversed. This
dipole should be 2.25 m. (88 in.) long for radiation
measurements on television receivers, and 1.5 m.
(59 in.) long for measurements on V.H.F. F.M.
receivers, the diameter of the rod being \ in.

in both cases.

The dipole for the field strength meter should
be capable of being set cither vertically or hori-
zontally, and remotely raised or lowered so that
its centre is between 1 and 4 metres from the
ground plane. The length of the dipole should
be adjustable to resonate at the frequency being
measured or 80 Mc/sj whichever is the higher.

The measuring equipment and any unavoidable
large extraneous objects should be disposed behind
either the receiver or field strength meter aerials.

The receiver should be so placed that its oscillator
valve is immediately under the centre of its aerial
and 1 m. above the ground plane.

The feeder to be connected between aerial
and receiver should be of the type and character-
istic impedance for which the receiver has been
designed. If the receiver has been designed to
operate with either a co-axial or balanced feeder,
the latter should be used. The feeder should not
be screened and should be directly connected to
the receiver and aerial without inter-connection
of a transformer, balun or other device.

Additional lengths of feeder corresponding to
quarter wavelengths at 67. 100 and 200 Mc s

should be available for stage 5.

(2) Set the field strength meter dipole in the hori-
zontal positional the height shown in Fig, 3 corres-
ponding to the receiver oscillator frequency, with its

length resonant lo this frequency or to 80 Mcs,
whichever is the higher.

(3) Rotate the receiver to the position which gives
the maximum reading on the field strength meter.

(4) Adjust the height of the field strength meter
aerial to the position which gives the maximum
reading. Note this reading.

—QDipole

(5) Insert the additional length of feeder (mentioned
at the end of (1) above) nearest to the frequency
in use in the position shown in Fig. 2, and repeat
stages 3 and 4.

(6) Rotate the receiver dipole through 180 deg.

f).... Height in metres

Fig. 3. — Field strength meter aerial Iieight during
receiver orientation.

relative to the receiver and repeat stages 3, 4 and 5.

(7) Change the field strength meter dipole to its
vertical position and repeat stages 3, 4, 5 and 6.

(8) If the receiver is fitted with an internal aerial,
remove the main receiver dipole and repeat statics
3, 4 and 7 with the internal aerial connected.

"
If

h as The height of the field
strength meter dipole
during receiver orientation

(a) For horizontal
polarisation (See Fig. 3)

"/ For verticgl
polarisation 4/n.

The height of the
oscillator valve of the
Receiver is Im, above
the ground screen

Fig. 2.— Measurement of R.F. oscillator radiation.
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the internal aerial has reversible connections.
these measurements should be carried out with the
connections in both positions.

(Vl All the above measurements should be repealed
on each channel in (he case of television receivers.

or at points near the bottom, middle and top of the

tuning range of a V. H.F./F.M. receiver.

(10} The highest reading obtained is the radiation
figure for the receiver and should not exceed the

value shown in Fig. 1.

Appendix " A "

Measurement of Aerial Terminal Voltage

Useful design information may he obtained in the

laboratory by making a measurement of the sym-
metrical component of the aerial terminal voltage

across a load equal to the nominal input impedance
ofthe receiver.

The receiver under test is connected through a short

length of feeder of the appropriate type to a well-

screened measuring sei that is used as a selective

\olt meter. Where the input impedance of the

measuring receiver differs from the required value, a

matching pad must be inserted to terminate the

feeder and provide the correct load. When a balanced
system is measured using a measuring receiver having
an unbalanced input or vice-versa, a balun must be
used to suppress possible asymmetric currents on
(he feeder.

The measuring set is tuned to the frequency it is

desired to measure and adjusted to give a suitable

reference output. The receiver under test is then dis-

connected and replaced by a signal generator, which
is adjusted to give a similar reading on the measuring
set. The output of the signal generator will be

equivalent to the aerial terminal voltage of the

receiver under lest.

Frequency Range

Aerial Terminal Voltage

Across Across
75-ohrn load 300-ohm load

30- 40 Mc/s 2,500/A' 5,000/A
4!- 68 Mc/s 350//

V

700/<V

68-100 Mc/s 750/*V 1,500/iV

J 00- 174 Mc/s 1J50//V 3, 500/

A

174-216 Mc/s M,000/fY *2,000/A
216-250 Mc/s 5,000/A' 10,000/A'

• A television receiver tuned to Channel 6 and us inn the stanttard

I. F. with oscillator high is not required to meet the in-band limits,

hut if should not exceed the rabies lor the frequency range 216-

250 Mcjs.

Il should be noted that the figures given in the table

above will not be valid if the receiver under test is

grossly mis-malched when connected to its nominal

load impedance.

Appendix " B "

Moms-borne
Limit : 500/*V or 1.5 m/AV
The measuring technique is that described in

B.S.727 (Section 4). Essentially, this consists of

measuring the terminal voltage across a standard

network or isolating unit (Fig. 4,1, The primar>

object of the isolating unit is to ensure that the

effective value of Ihe measuring impedance is not

materially affected by the impedance of the actual

supply mains in use. See Fig. 5.

To Measuring Set

Fig. 4. Isolating unit.

Mains Lege/

i\'oiel._A measurement is made of the interference voltage
existing between each Mains lead ana earth.

Note B...A Mains filter is required when the ambient noise
level is high,

fig. 5, — Measurement of mains terminal interference
voltag.1 .

AN AUTOMATIC TV CLOCK
(Concludedfrom page 508)

The inductance is placed in series with the mains
supply to the set and is such that it drops from 6 to

12 volts at the current drawn by the set. The exact

figure is not unduly critical so long as it is within

the working limits of the relay. A suitable com-
ponent was arrived at by experiment. Initially, a
resistor was tried, but apart from the disadvantage of
it getting hot, it was found impossible, for some
unapparent reason, to make the relay operate satis-

factorily. Fig. 4 shows an experimental circuit made up
of the actual components which will be used in the

final unit, and this can be built up on the bench for

testing out various trial values of inductance. It is

worth while experimenting with some odd low imped-
ance surplus chokes in the hopes of finding a suitable

value. Otherwise about 100 turns of fairly thick

wire can be wound on a small core (e.g., from an old
output transformer) as a starting point. A 60 to 100-

v\att electric light bulb provides a suitable load.

As a relay coil takes a very' small current, the

rectifier can be rated at 0.25 amps or less and need
not be a large item, The relay itself should be of the

tow voltage type as it is undesirable to drop too many
volts in the supply to the set.

The bell which was in situ when the box was pur-

chased is rated at about 75 volts A.C... the current

being provided by a hand generator.

The 50 /rF capacitor was found to be essential to

avoid the relay buz/ing.
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BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER— 185 Mc/s-199 Mc/s
Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

£2-5-0 post free.
A highly successful unit [Wi World circuity,

incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget
BV'A valves, etc. Chassis size 7 x 4 x 2 Sin.

Thousands already in use. Suitable for most
types of T V sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of
pans 45,'-. Blueprint 1,6, Power pack kit 30 -.

Switch kit (Band I—Band 3 Ac. switching)

Wiring and aligning of6 6—all Pot free,

above 20 - evtra.
Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors
from 7 6 per set. Indoor or outdoor dipole^
with 5 yds. cable 13 9. Band i—Band 3 cross-
over (liter unit. 7 6. \ariable attenuator*
6 db—36 db. 6 9. BBC Break-through Filter
suitable lor BBC pattern rejection, 8=6.

Volume Controls! 80 cable COAX
Vog. rat in., 10,000 ofcnu

- l.llllir

spindles, l nil
iniarsnip'e. Alidifct E'lls-
itan tvjMr.

>'p*w". flj>. Sw, D.P.8w,
S - 4

.

4 9
Linear Ratio, r ti.n-Hh

titans — 2 V
Less Switch. 4 - often.

Coax plugs, 1 ?.. Coax
sockets 1 .-. Couplers
1.3. Outlet boxes, IB,
TWIN FEEDER, -mi hi"-
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, BO idmts, 1 3
iQ OHM CABLE Sd. pet

s * iin- £>*»

TRIMMERS, Ceramic, i pf.—76 pL, 3d. IM ]'..

MM pf., 13 : 290 pt., 1,6 ; BOO pi.. 1,9, PHILIPS
Beehive Type 2 In 3 pi. or 3 to 3(1 (if.. 1 3 ftictl.

RESISTORS.—Pref. values 10 ohms 10 metioliiiH.

ohni
CABLE

STANDARD iJn. lilain.

Fflvihent; ii«?u feLiie^).

OB WB - A - ONLY

8d. yd.
SPECIAL —
teaeti liMyiuene. S'i

ohm. Coax iilk. iliain,

-ili-.r'.ii''i cue, IAltHill

""
3d. yd.

iJUOhi.m-. Sd, J I,,6d.

CARBON WIRE WOUND
S0uo Type. 1 »,. 3d.

:

5w. j 2.; tiliii 1 3

! "., 5d. ; 1 «
. . 8d. ; ltw-5 10,000 10

-> «.. 9d. low .

' ohm- 2 -

10"„ Type. ; w., 9d. ;

I 33, i5"„ Type. 1 w.,1,'-
;

l
e
„ Hi-StsJ>. | v., 8'.. MwJ otnns £.3

WIRE-WOUND POT3. 3w. LAB. COLVERN. etc.

Pi-e-Set .Miii. T.V . Typ..- Htauiiaril sine I'ipt.-.2Jitp.

Knurled Slotted li Spindle. Hieh <Jni.lt'.

All valued S3 nluiis to 30 All Values. J0O ahme in
K.. 3 - i-.i. ..ii K.. 4/- SO K., 5 6 : iOO K., B'B,
i)iii.. Carbon Track WW EXT. SPEAKER
so k. in a ML'*., a/-. CONTROL !'!(. 3-.
CONDENSERS. Hloa W S.'Mica. All OHf. vnliieu.

«i pf. iu fiSO [,(,, Od. ea. Ceramic types, 2.2 pi...', i

jj£. as available, Sd. Bads, Tubulars, ISO ».. 11 mts
od T.i'.c. .0009, .i»D. .Ota. .nl ami .'I. ::.",n v.. 9d.
.<*& .03. .1 MO*. Hunt.-. ICC, 1/-. .23 Hmrf", VB,
.:, Hup,:-. 19. ,1,1 300 v. T.C.c. (Simplex), 30.
.001 6 fcv. r.r.r,, 5 e. .inn 20 fcV. T.C.C., 9 8.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS -

'"'
.

-"
1 .

1.
.

!
1 l/.. 000 pf. 1 .-.. in'., 1 3.

!',, I..-1 pf. to r.iin pf„ 1-9. 51s pf. to 3,1

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.—18 e.w.k. Plain, undrillod.
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice fixing boles.
Strong and soundly constructed with 21 in. sides,

7in. 1 4in., 4/6 ; 9in, 1 6in., 6.9 ; llln. 1 7in., 6 9 ;

ISin. x 9in., S 6 : Miu. 1 llin., 10 6.

£0L0N SOLDERING IRONS (9W0/^0r. .ir SSQ/SSO
1.), 'ii mill iip^iiinin'iii tjrpc 216; '"p H«tt
JViivil Bit ry|..j. SB 8 : OS iratt Oval Bit Tyi*,
«c.-, ompwhwulvtv»t0efc <:pi" ri.^iics wnSttMo*

RECORD PLAYER CABINET
Cabinet 5i«>, lij s J Hi x ITr. ^iin.. wlla utnui
Fiioior hund t.'f-i x I'JJin., £3.3.0, ciirr. S/0, 2 valve
ampliri^T tu ill :dnn^. n'li'ly i.v:tv;.I jmil tt'^sv.l ivill:

eiin. speaker, £8.12.6, tun-, a/6. Recard cnanfoii
ftvaihdae to suit this eaKnet

ALL WAVE RADIOORAM CHASSIS
3 WAVEBAKDS 5 VALVES

l.ATKHT MI DUET
RVA

MJKIES
A.C. SiXl.'i.V) t. 4 pi>^. \h i

Sh'jri-VW:i-ji.-l. l <n>.<-rit:,m. P.C. -jcket. Hi?h
*/ dust cure er<iilJ. I^,l«t tlleult (whTiipjue. iielave.1

AVC and ins. iee.lha*:k, or 4 uatif. Cha-ssis
> .-

1 i -i i in. Dial F'lin. v 4 j in. Hor. ut verl.
tatlun uanM!=. Malum nr Iran kuut-9 to eboii

SI.W. 200 ii..—330 us

I..w. M0 m. -2,0001
lirand new and ar r iur.

Ailfrned and (lilTiPiaTepl

and Qu alily at Law Cost.
Double -n-aunil ipiini,- tnvu
Cur. and ins., 4 8.

1 or luiii. speaker ',. i„.,ti-li, £0.'- iind

7 Valve De Luxe, push-pull veraion,
£13,10.0. O'n-. v iiis. .i -.

Sensitivity

BARGAIN Ql (»__
price »5 una.

,...-
1
- j j.Mi

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
Latest Kadel HAS BSR Monarch 4-speed anto-
changer SS.1S.0, earr. 4 8. B.S.R. Tiree-speed
Single Player. Mode! T.U.8. £4.12.0. osrr. 3 -.

Cut mounting hoard 5 -, carr. 1 -, Garrard and
Collaio 4-speed Chan iters Irom 9 1

j.'bs. 'as
aysitablei.

VALVES
1BB.1T4S
LS5, 184 "i

33 J. UV4 8,'-

hAFtni
d reo
l.iK'.lo

B.'OIDl.!

p^K^

UQ7
ii*N7
IJVK

11X4
0X9
7C5
7Y4

S6i
86
76
76

Ellf'l

LF.i'41

EBC:-::;

Kfc;- j

ECFSfl

S 6 ECHS1

9 - ECL80
S-lKKJl
•/. BFSn
9- KKW

10 8.KRM
i 9 8 KI.3S
6 8 Ml. 11

10 6 1. 1 - ;

8 6KV.U
12 6 i:/l"

12 6 Ml It

10 6 Ii i -i

10 6 PCFSO

ALL
GUARANTEED

lO/BiPOFsa ice
10 8 l'l

10 6 PM1
IS 8 I'LSi!

8 8 PI.S3
16/8 PYHO
10 6 PYSl

12 3
116
10-
116
98
t a

S3
11 6 PY
10 8 C22
S 6 CBC41
8 6 I.CH42 10 8
9 6IF41 10-

10 6 L i.lt 10 6
10 6 CT41 SB

SPECIAL PEICE PER SET
1R5, 1T4, lsj, IS4 .ir :iS4. nr :)V4 27 6
DKUij. nt-'tiij. iuii'i.k;, m.!i.; 3j/_
6K8, iiK7, 'Hfi, ii'Vii, W/,\ .,! SSS ... ... 35,'-

SPEAKER IRET.— llvimiideil Bro»w anodised
metal Kin. X Sin.. 2.3: lain, \ Bio,, 3-; 12in. x
l-Jin.,43; 12in. s I'iiu.. th j -4m. i lffln^ 8.6, et«,

COPPER ENAMEL WTRE.— i lb. 14 to -*0 s.ir.g.,

£ 6 ; ii io 23 s.w.g., 8 -
; yu t.j 4K «.«.(?., 3, 3.

SWITCH CLEANER. Fluid. • H ox. iin. 3 3.

CHARGER TRANS. Prim. •• •' 2"" i>i v., seo. T
0.9

V.-13 v. tlor chaiginif It r. ami 12 1.1, I.oa., 130 :

:ia„ 19,6 ; 4a.. 22,B ; 6a., 2S 6.

PULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTDTTERS.—
8 or M v. 11 amp-., 8 9 ; :i «., 16 6 ; 4 i„ 18 6 r

8 a., 34/6.

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire Ends

. Can. Types, Clips, 3d. en.
' B 430 -.-. a.B

" + K/450 v. T.C.r. 4 8
8 ( 16/490 v. Hunts 5 -

18 I8MSO r. T.C.C. 5 8
(S :i--,<> v. 4 -

32+32/275 v. Uunlx 4 6
324WW0 V, T.aC. 6<J
2S0 330 v. H.E.C:. 8 8

S
S.4.-111 -.-. B.E.C. £ 3

1 > 0). I 9
Bf+8 900 r. I>uii. i 6
8+ 16 KM •

. T .' . £ -

W,'430 v. 11. !:... E t

Dub. 4-
i-i - in 4S0 v. x.c.C S t

XI 330 r. l>ui>. 4-
32 :.m. v Dob. 5 -

"i>-jti.;i,l!i r. B.F.-C . B'6
9i • 32/800 v. B.E.i. . 5/6

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS
BACK V0LTASES. -KS/S
*2 '.-.v.. 89: KS4 " 3*4

60/550 V.T.C.t
fin I 100/360 ».

00 rSSOCT.'l v.

100 i 200/27* v

8, ni'il. ! v.

E.H.T. TYPE FLY-
3 2 I. v., 5 - ; K.: 4 1

.!

7,'S ; !.;:,« 4 k\ .,

e-t!

us
12 o

136
a a

"9 K3/10»f kV., 129. efe
MAINS TYPES.- RM1 1SS v.. <W n..\.. 4'6 ; RM*J
12j r. 100 111A.. 49: RM:: I2o v. I'M niA., 8 9;

25U I..A.. 18-.
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for in., Bpiadte.
liili. rlinni. tribal p., Imn. lipll.t lllkd. !pI

.-.I e.-.-i, 11 1=11 kmil -

•hove 1 j,!,., lOd. ra.. 11.i1 a„ gii, ,:,. -jinjeHnr
tv..n- :rh .;...J.| i

; n/- 1 i.i,. 1 - pa. : Iin.,

N titer KuoilK. F,lr.'l.- mill Mini.' I.itie 3d
WEAEtTE "P" TYPE COILS. All ran (re*. 1 d, .."

" ,; '1:-! '.' s>Jries CoUs, Hlim tuned, \M
"1 3.6. t'llil laiiBi- impnliu i rll I.'ai'Vs.

=
l.f. 1 RANSFO RM ER—465 kC/»

' I.F.'t'.

I riw 2<ill. \ Jil . V .ib.

I
-. Kiffa y. Raisaui oO<T, 7 6 iwir. I

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. —l!n,k> in our own
U p Hit*bops to T.-i-

RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE.—2.Vi v.. tW ma. F.W. we, ii v. ur ij.'3 .-, 1 ..

- :. ;.: •
.

*.'.." ii. -i BtW. 21 -, tt,:. C.R.T. HTK
ISOLATION TYPE.-Ly.i (uaaiqe with or iviri,.,. 5

I-- tultage. Ratio 1 : t lt t.36, 2 -.

10 a I '.., 10 6; .;.:• v.. 10,0; 1S.S v.. 10 U.
I'M 'M ii Hi I'laiii-i'i.p.iaric.-iiii'j.jii v.. 12,8. BpecitOi

L.F. CHOKES.- tn H. 63 ma,, 5 -
; l.*p H

10'8; m if. |.j.i ,„.,.. 1C6 : 20 II. ISO inn, 15 S
108 : ^ n.J nastrr, 10 6.

ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER CO 40 i;ratle. ISz
38. lwr yl. jlte.. 4d. per v-l. ; ilb. 2 6.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 2 OHM. Sta. VL A A JO B '

186: 7 I 4il!.. l-...,.itiiiit. -. ElliiHit:,
'

IS 1; - .. .:... . 20-; lOin. B. hiipI A.. $S- :

12in. Ptoses 35 - i !-. u's HnWy Dim.
AtMli.ni, .",<>. 13 cttims, 96-; 2Hu. Klac. I; 6
SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE, etc., l,200lt., 30,'-. Lotn
plnylos, 1,800ft. eeete, 45,-. Paper i«|«. gnp.Hj
lualit,'. l.-ji.itivt,. 12.6, Rfi-ipi .ailv. .-.in..3'8, 7in. 4'3
TWIN OANG TUNING CONDENSERS, .0005 pf
il.'difi. 86 : ,0003 mfd. Si.i-.ii.tnn! Kin .,i ill, fe*t S 6
BRIMISTORS.— i.VA for ,:ia IkiUpt ckntia 3d'
C3S tor .10ft,, or .-.a., 26. CZS ipilot limpj i ,;;

F,«. TUNER UNIT 87 me s—105 mt a by
Jason/.—As terted ami Appruretl hv Rjulio
Cooctmctor. Coinpiete Kit of pacta to tniibi

: - ecnfnl ui.it, drilled
.:il I.B. dial. <VIS .-Jld rmiF.. 4 tn \

itiiniatPire valve-: and sll (.•unpoLuitn, etc., ior
only £8.10.0 peel free, SUPERIOR TYPE
GL\>* DIAL.—i all h. nit. 1 ,, M,. , ,.,.,, e ,|, p
In tiy 2 plkri lamps, 12/6 evVia.
ninstTOted baadbeok with full feta&a, 2'- Doet
I".-:. '

'"'

TRS
TRS RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (Est. 1946)

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY (tho 2186)
50 yards Thornton Heath Station. Buses I30A. 133. 159, 166 & 190.

Urirf above are only a lew items from ottr very larse siock. Send 3d. stamp today lor Complete Bargain Lis*.

Hours ; 9 a.m.—6 p.m., I p.m.Wed. OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
T'., ,i,t ; C. II',.0. (r I'. Q.T>. hh'iVji i,.,ii . «*<{) net; 1\ <>...,.>

,, frt^ibh lo T..1.S. r.-,tt. Aiti . ,.j aj.. to I Id. 7a'.. 1 tb. 1,1, m. 1/6, 31)), 2 • 15(4.
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RADIO

SPECIAL OFFER OF
BAND I -1 1

1

TURRET TUNERS
Covering Channels 3-4 or I -9

with provision for 10 more coil

sets. 2 valves : Mazda 30L!
cascade r.f. amp., Marda 30CI
triad; 'pentode* I.e. Complete
with power supplies for 200-
250 v. A.C. i.F. output 16-19

Mc/s., easily modified to Other
outputs, full circuit diagram
supplied.

LASKY'S PRICE

Complex with £gJ7Jpower supplies,

valves and knob Post 3,

6

ND NEW AND PERFECT MAKER'S SURPLUS
16' METAL CONE C.R.T. ' component bargains
AT FNDRMniK WIDE ABSQUE 08 mm.AT tNUHMUUi Line E.H.T, trans., Ferrox-

PRICE-SAVING '

a
«*«».«»« 9-ifi k-v 25 -

i Scannlns Colls, ten* imp.

Brief specification : 6.3 v. heater.
} F^^u^t%Vfs7-*nWng

"*
Ion trap M kV. E.H.T. wide angle ^rt' to ()S

70 degrees, standard 38 mm. neck, duodecal Trans-, JO-IS kV. EY51
base, magnetic focus and deflection. Length ! v.-lndins Line Ti-an*. Com-
17 HM6in. Gives larBe black and white picture !

Plete with circuit diu-

1 1 x Mm. Unused in original cartons. GUARANTEED BT ^f^^f Vral^toVmer ^B 8
US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, connections and suggested ^catSlSiS- Coff» mi? Imp. Une
time bases supplied with every Tube.

j

and frame 17.8
am A c frame or Use block use,

LISTED AT £23.9.10. LASKY'S PRICE 10 . S . i transformer ... ., 4/6
Focus Magrnets lenox-dme 19.8

Carr. & Insur. 22,6 extra. |
P.M. Focus Magnets. Iron

Masks, Anti-Corona. Bases and Ion Traps available.
j ^^^^m^ZZ'Z'::. 226^^—"^^ —in""-™^^ ^^"'j 300 ™.a. Smoothing choices 15/-

SPECIAL OFFER OF "STIRLING " El^„ToSld S£ £& m-
BAND III CONVERTERS srwnut.. 35 ......

Complete with own power J
l-ine Output Tnmsit.rmens

supplies ^ MM" y A C » l^&T^ftSS^ 1S °

Covers alt Channels Bands I I 6 .n kVi e.h.T. and
and ill and suitable for any . winding. Ferrox-eube 19/6
TV set. Size : 7 x 3J x 2in. I Scanning- colls. Low imp.

approx. Metal case, I "ne and frame 12-JI

brown crackle finish * Ditto by Igranic 14/9brown crackle tin isn. . Fmme or ]lne blocfeing.
Absolutely complete. | oscmator tnuwR(rmer 4«
Full instructions! Fraine oatput transformer... 7;6
supplied. - Focus Magnets :

LASKY'S PRICE ! Without Vernier 126
With Vernier 17'6

Post free. *' A GriS I
Focus toils. Electromus 12*6

I 200 ma Smoothing Chokes... 10V8
^M ^^ _mTm ,

i^,^^^^^^^^^».—.^^^^^^^^
l,\SK» >. illAltitun KOAM) JLT1».

Own ^f! Ziaw Saturday. Ftir/j/ Closing, 'Ikur,*, Mail Orders tu Harrow Rd.
4" TOTTENHAM < Ol BT ISOAU, W.l. 370. II UtltOtt KOAI), PAIIIMNGTON, W.9.

Telephone : Afi'.^ii'" 2605. LADbrake 4075 and Cb'Sninoham 1979.

(LEEDS)
LTD.RADIO SUPPLY CO.

post VertD* IWV.O. or t'.O.ll. NO r.0.1>. under £1. PestMW 1 9 i-Mra under £2.

3 9 under £5. Opt-ii In caller- 9 ".»«. tW 5.30 p.m. Sats, unjil 1 ji.ni. S,A,F. w\

enquiries, [iIcum 1
. Full

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
lull) Guaranteed.

Interleaved and Impregnated.
Primaries 200-230-2SO v , 50.*:* sireeued
TOI* Sllltm IH.1> I1JIOP THIIKI l. II

2O0-0-260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 n ...16 9
350-0-350 v 80 ma. 6.3 r 1 a. 5 '- 2 <i . .18 9

\

250-0-230 v ion ma, 6.3 v 4 p, 5 v 3 ti ...23 B
350-0-350 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 n. r, v a a ...23 9
nso-v-330 v ISO ma, 6.3 v 4 a. " v 'J a ...29 9

riXI-l SlUtOt'tiRO ITKK.tJ'l
35O-O-2S0 v AS ma. 6.3 v 2 a, 6 V 2 a
Midget type, ai-3-3Sn 17 9 !

350-0-290 v irm ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 * ... 26.9
2S&-0-3S0 v 100 ma, t>.a » a, 5 v 8 a

tor R1'i:!fi Ci!:'i\nrs!ii:i :J1 -
.

:«0-0-3011 v KXI imi, 8.3 v I a. J ', :s ji ... 23 9
,

:»0^0-350 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 6 V 3 a ... 23,9 I

:«O-0-360 v l
r
)0 ma. 6.3 v i a. U-4-5 V a h 33 9 !

J25-0-428 i 200 ftia, 6.3 \"4 a, C.T. 6A V
4a, C.T. 5 v3a ... ... ...49 9 i

FI1..V-MK.VT XltANSFORllKJsS
\l' with 2ofl-2S0 v .SO . "s Primal let

1.5 a. 5 9 : 6.3 v 2 a. 7.6 : 0-4-6.3 v 2 h, 7 9 ^ <

12 via, 7 11 : 6.3*3a. 811 : 6.3 •. <•». 17.9.
I'H VIUiKK tka\sfokmi:ks
3(K)-250vO-fl-lSvlla, 11 9:0-&-15v3a. 16 9;
r.-i-L5 v S a, 19.9 ; 0-3-15 Y 6 a. 22 9.

(H jpit vka\sforiii:ks
Standard ]'0.ntnde5,0(in to 3 ooms ... 4 9 t

-;.m:<h
'

..:|. -..!:'!' -:^!llll),- ... :l 9
('..ll.T. i'UAXSI'OKMKHS 3r*l-ii'*i-iV] v,

j

2 son v S ma. 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.3 a
fr>T VCR37, VCRdiT 36 6 |

SUDOTIIIXj (MOKlis
ain-raaShSOohm^ 119
l(l0mal0h2S0<JhlI•- ... •. 8 9
HO ma 10 h MS0 cihin^ '56
f?iiinal0h400olwa- .411 '

SR1.F.NU M MFTAI. Kill I IHF.KS
G J?.C '**> ^•2Sl) ma, 129 ; ianv*0mtt, 3 9 ;

B 12 V 1« F.W.. 4 11 : 24IJ v 50 tnn. 4 11 :

' l» J .i
[

'. W. 8 » : 6 12 v 4 a. 14 9 ,
2T>0 .

m sua, 7 9, fi 1-' v 6 <t P.W., 19 9 ; 6 12 v i

!5 9.

list 6d, ; Trade INI M.
| BATTERY SKT COWiatTEIl KIT
i
All parts for conv«-rtiri(r any normal typo

! of Battery Recefver to A.C. mains 200-250 v
1 50 c '%. Supplies 120 V, &0 V or 60 v at 40 ma.
' Fuliv smoothed and Hilly smoothed Ij.T.
• of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 ft. Price including cir«ilt

499. Or ready foi ti^f. 99 extra.
:

Al.I. 11KY RK(F.l\l:lt BATTKRV
FL.1M1NATOK KIT. -All part,= for the
construction of n unit : metal-case
5i-4i-2in.j to supply Bactor.v Portable
receivers requiring CO v and 1.5 v. Futty
smoothed. From 300-250 v BO cs main*.

] Price, inc. prilnt-tc-point wiring dia-

grams, 39'9. Or a^umbled and tested
at 46,9.

kx-govt. noini.i'. wound step
,
IPSTF.I1 ttOW V TKANSFOKAIFIE
10-0-100-200-2'2il-24(l \ to 5-0-75-115-135 V
or REVERRE. 00 lOO WBttS. Only US,
plus 2-3 post.

I KX-fiOVT. < ASi:. Wo LI venr-HaLed blw.-k
' i laikJe ilnished. undrlllod cover. Size 14
1

x WxSiin. high. IDEAL FOR BATTER

V

CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE.
, OR COVER COUr.l) BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Ollty 9 8- Piu^ 2 9 postagi

1T4 79
IS?) 70
3S4 R»
6K«G 9 9
6SJ7GT 69
KF8S 5 9
6VSOT SS
6USG 3 9

Al V1> r.XKWl
6K7C i 39 SATS 7ft

7| EB!>1 8 8
1141 EFH3 Hft

HOT 79 EF.% 4»
l-2.\>. 79 Ei £& 3 9
15D2 4M 1ST ill 59

99 RTfr:; 11 »
:«":» 69 SPK1 29
MH1 49 MUM 39

i;n-00\I. I Mi' RliKl,—Brand ww,
<-art/>ned. C(»mpici»- wi'.u 1* valvr-,
includliia BKtQ AK- main? trans. J., I'.

.hoke. rautifler, etc., we. only 29 6.
Carr. ! i>.

Dept. N.

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.

SaUtL l*OTH;i» MAINS TBANSJF.
Removed from New ex-Govt, units.
Primary 0-200-230-25(1 \' Sec? 250-0-

250 v 60 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a. -i 1 /Q
Slw 'di x 4i x 3ln. "/*

OO-AXIAX CABl-F. ih'..

75<!hmsl4;36 8d. yd.
Twln-S£ reened Feeder lid. yd.

FN-GOVT. SMOOTHING rllOKTCS,—
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropl' aliped ... &'ll
150ma6-10hl50ohms 6/9
150 ma lOh 150 ohms 11 ft

250 ma 5 H.50 ohms ..- 1£'9
K.II.T.SMOOTIIKR.S
.02 mfd. 5,000 v cant- (ex-Govt\>, 211.

PATTEBY riTARGF.il KTI'S,—Consist-
Itiu of attractive Blue Hammer Case,
Transformer. F.W Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse-
holder, Tae Strip Grommets and Circuits,

For mains input 300-230-250 v 50 c.s, 6 v 2 a,

25 9; 6 v or 12 v 2 a. 31 8 : 6 v or 12 v, 4 a.

53 9 Any type assembled and tested for

8 9 f fctra.
K.S.f. 8 v or 12 *

BAITF.KY IBAKGF.lt
For normal A.C. mains
input 200-230-250 V 50 O R.

Sele'.tor panel for ti v or
12 v charging. Variable
i harue rate of \>p to 4
WIPS. Fused, and wU!i
meter, wen ventHated
nae* with attawsti' <•

Vianmifi firLtsii, Guaran-
teed for 12 mouth's.
75 -. Can-. I 6.

IA. (-AB1XETS
Iltinrt-nmo wp.lJ-cunslru,' I wi with walnut
mneer linish. Srze iBIn. hiirh. 301 n. wide,
ISln. df-ep. Size- of uperi me Cin. 13iins,
I'cn-d Doors. Fm lfitn "t ITin. Tube.
Limited nut' 7Q/R
I»his7.6wirr. ,3/ w
BAITEKJ t'HAKGraaS.—For mains
2f10-250 v 50 o^. Output ''<•

< ha rsiaa: 6 v or
[amp. In strong mewl cafe. Only

25 9. Aljyw :• '-
. 'I! !m electric
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Television Receiving Licences

DURING March the number of

television licences increased

by 103,022,

14,525,099 broadcast receiving

licences, including 6,966,256 for

television and 306,053 for sets

fitted in cars, were current in

Great Britain and Northern Ireland

at the end of March, 1957,

It's an 111 Wind . . .

SHREWD advertisers are observ-

ing that one way of getting

good value for money from LT.V.

is buying time opposite certain

BBC programmes ... "Twenty
Questions," for example.

More than half of 240,000

London Area multichannel sets

tuned to the " The Dave King
Show " switched to l.T.V. at the

approach of *' Twenty Questions
"

on March 9th, Nielsen Audimeter
recordings reveal, thus handing

between 300,000 and 400,000

viewers to Val Parnell's " Saturday

Spectacular." " Twenty Questions

subsequently averaged 230,000

viewers to "Saturday Spec-

tacular's" 2,700,000.

New Fringevision Factory

THE accompanying illustration

shows the commencement of

building operations to treble the

size of the present Fringevision

factory so increasing the factory

floor area from 5,000 to 15,000

sq. ft. All the construction

work on the extension is being

carried out by the firm's own
staff and the technical department

has assisted by supplying all the

various plans and drawings, etc.

These additions, it is hoped, will

be completed by the end of August

and so provide an even greater and
more efficient service than in the

past, which is anticipated will

enable Messrs. Fringevision to

despatch orders within twelve

hours of their receipt.

Denmark Buys From Marconi
Again

ANOTHER notable success lias

been gained for Britain in

the export market. The Danish
Posts and Telegraphs Department
has ordered transmitting and aerial

equipment to a value of £90,000
from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company Ltd. for three new
television stations which are shortly

to be built at Aalborg, Vestjylland

and Naestved. The order, which
includes monitoring and test

equipment and flying spot slide

scanning units, was obtained for

Marconi's by their agent in

Denmark, Sophus Berendsen Ltd.

Marconi equipment is already in

use in three of the existing Danish
television stations. These stations,

fully equipped with Marconi trans-

mitters, have come on the air in the

last 22 months.

The three new stations will have
identical transmitting equipment

consisting of a type BD.366. 4 kW
Vision Transmitter and a type

BD.317, 1 kW Sound Transmitter.

feeding into a sixteen stack quad-

rant aerial. The vision transmitters

will operate to European 625 line

standards and will be amplitude

modulated. «hik frequency modu-
lation will be employed by the sound
transmitters. To conform to inter-

national agreement the Aalborg
station will operate at reduced

power.
Both the 4 kW vision and I kW

sound transmitters are of particular

interest in that ihey are new designs

representing a very important step

forward in engineering practice.

TV for Wales and the West

PLANS for the building of studios

and offices at Pontcanna
Farm. Cardiff, for T.W.W. Ltd.

(Television Wales and the West]

have now been given approval at

the monthly meeting of Cardiff

City Council.

The model of the completed
buildings, a \ iew of which is shown

The scene on the site of the new Fringevision factor), with members of

the staff at work.
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on page 535, prepared by the archi-

tects Trcadgold and Elscy, of
Uxbridge, shows how the "new"
has been blended 'with the ** old."
The proposed construction makes
adequate allowance i'or any exten-
sions which may be required in the

future.

The 45-year-old Ponicanna farm-
house will be left intact and ihe

new buildings will be " blistered
""

mi to ils side and back.
It is hoped that construction will

start tn May.

I itetime Nuclear Buttery Described

[
SI of nuclear energy for

* genera ling electrical currem
came under the spoil ighi recent!)

used experimentally at the Manvers
Coal Preparation Plant at Wath-on-
Dearne, where it has been installed

us an aid to plant control. This
plant, which is the largest of its type
in Britain, and one of the largest

in Europe, processes the entire out-
put of four collieries.

The installation, comprising a
Marconi industrial V id icon camera,
control unit and 14in. monitor is

being used to view the coal input
conveyor system a I a cross-over
point, where several conveyor belts

converge. On the monitor, set up in

the plant control room, the duty
engineer is able to view belt working
and loading conditions at this criti-

cal point. An) fouling of the bell

\ INniional Coal Hoard engineer «a telling the conveyor system on the

new Miircniti TV Monitor from the plant control room.

a\ 50.000 electronics engineers from
ail over the world met in ihe

National Convention of the insti-

tute of Radio Engineers at the

Waldorr-Astoria Hotel and the

New York Coliseum.
Engineers at the Air Force's

Rome Air Development Centre.
New York, discussed a practical

source of electrical energy thai uses

ihe heal from decay of radioactive

isotopes to drive a semi-conductor
" thermopile

""—a transistor-like

device which produces electrical

energy when heated. The thermo-
electric generator was described as

u rugged and stable " sealed-in

lifetime power source " which can
last " up to 30 years."

Coal Board and Industrial TV
rT,HE first industrial television
A equipment to be purchased by
the National Coal Board is being

or failure of the drive system is thus
immediately observed. An obstruc-

tion or conveyor dri\e failure ofonly
a few minutes" duration can cause
tons of coal to pile up and spill over.

By presenting to the plant control
engineer a constant picture of what
is happening on the coal input con-
veyor, the effect of obstruction
and drive failures can be minimised.
This facility can be of considerable
assistance in the efficient working
of the complex system in a plant
such as this, where obstructions
and breakdowns can have very
serious effects if not quickly

observed by the control staff*.

Television Train for Excursion
Outings

THE Scottish Region's closed-

circuit TV show train, which
made experimental excursions to

Oban and Blackpool in the autumn

June, 1957

of last year, is now to become a
permanent feature for excursion
outings in the Scottish region of
British Railways.

Television screens are positioned
above the doors o\' eight second-
class open coaches and are visible to
all passengers. Each coach is also
fitted with separate loudspeakers
Tor recorded music, and points are
provided for use with a roving
microphone. The artistes will not
only be televised but will also visit

each coach and give a number over
the microphone.
The diescl -electric unit which

supplied the power for the broad-
cast is housed in a separate van.

New BBC TV and V.H.F. Station
in West Wales

'"["'HE BBC's new television station
* at Blaen Plwy, near Aberyst-

wyth, was brought into service on
April 29th. On this date also the
V.H.F. service from the same site

which has been in partial operation
on low power using a temporary
mast and aerial, was brought into

lull power operation in conjunction
with the new 500ft. mast which
supports both the television and
V.H.F. aerials. This will complete
another stage in the BBC's plan to

extend its television service and to

improve the sound broadcasting
service in Wales.
The television transmissions will

be on Channel 3 (vision 56.75 Mc/s,
sound 53.25 Mc.s), horizontally
polarised, and with an effective

radiated power of 1 kW, They will

serve the coastal belt around
Cardigan Bay including the Pwllheli

and Portmadoc areas in the north
and the Tregaron and Aberporth
areas in the south.
The Blaen Plwy station will

transmit all three sound pro-
grammes on V.H.F.. the Welsh
Home Service on 93.1 Mc/s, the

Light Programme on 88.7 Mc/s,
and the Third Programme on 90.9

Mc/s. Until now only the Welsh
Home Service has been transmitted,
under the temporary arrangement
which was put into effect in

October last year in order that

improved reception of this pro-
gramme could be made available to

Welsh listeners as quickly as

possible. The effective radiated
power for each programme will

now be 60 kW, and the area served

by the V.H.F. transmissions will

include the southern part of Caer-
narvonshire, western Merioneth,
the whole of Cardiganshire, and
parts of Carmarthenshire and
Pembrokeshire.
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NEWNES GREAT NEW REFERENCE WORK

AN ESSENTIAL "PIECE OF EQUIPMENT" FOR EVERY

Radio & Television Engineer
BROADCASTING • COMMUNICATIONS • NAVIGATION • SERVICING, Etc.

45 SECTIONS CRAMMED WITH FACTS, FIGURES AND DATA

This new work provides in compact form all the information required hv
ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS, Radio AMATEURS. To those engaged in

design, maintenance, technical sales, operation and servicing of modern
radio and TV transmitting and receiving equipment it is invaluable.

This is the work you have always needed for your technical library

—

supplying in an instant the practical data and theory, the formula;, calcu-
lations and information you need, and which is often not obtainable without
recourse to numerous references. For the technician and executive-to-be
it is indispensable.

This is a Newnes publication and worthy of your immediate attention.
Claim your copy for Free Examination to-day.

WRITTEN BY 36 SPECIALISTS
Formula1 & Calculations. Electron Optics, Materials, Studios &
Equipment— planning, lighting, camera lubes, etc. Broadcasting Trans-
mitters & Power Plant. Communication Transmitters — design, components.

marine, ground-to-air, mobile, call signs, etc. Amateur Radio Equipment
— licences, frequencies, H-F transmitter and receiver design, etc. R.F.
Transmission Fines, Waveguides. Broadcasting Receivers— design, develop-
ments, V.H.F., etc, TV Receiver Design— frequency conversion, channel
selection, colour TV, etc. Commercial H.F. Links.' Broad -Band Radio
Systems. Navigation & Radar. Aero Equipment. Industrial TV. Aerials
—fundamentals, vertical rod- inverted L- loop- aerials, V. H.F.— band HI— car aerials, fringe equipment, etc. Transistors. Crystal Diodes. Resis-
tors. Capacitors. Inductors & Transformers. Microphones. Loudspeakers.
Interference— causes, etc. Recording. Gramophone Mechanisms. Batteries
& Conversion Equipment dry, storage, charging, vibrators, etc. Measuring &
Test Equipment. Radio & TV Installation & Servicing

—

equipment, alignment,
precautions, fault-finding, etc. Projection TV— tubes, adjustment, theatre,
etc. Quartz Oscillators & Frequency Allocations. Units & Symbols, etc.. etc.

PROVE ITS VALUE— 0M
fRHFOR/PAYS

Jt is impossible to list above
more than a small fraction of
the contents of this important
new work—so wc provide

you with the opportunity to

examine it freely in your own
home, and without obligation.

POST THE COUPON
now ... it is greatly to your
advantage to see this invalu-

able reference work.

To : George Newnes, Ltd.. 66-69, Great Queen
Please send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION
BOOK without obligation to purchase. J will eithe
daysorl will send the first payment of 7s, fid. eiahtdav
thereafter until the sum of £3 17s. 6d. has been paid.'
£3 12s,

Name .

.

Address

POST TO-DAY
Street, London, W.C.99.
ENGINEERS REFERENCE

r return the work within eight:

after delivery, and 10s. monthly
Cash pike within eight davs Is

Piace X where it applies.

Occupation

Your Signature

<Or your parent" signature if under 21) RTRB.JtS

HoussOWNER
Householder
Living with parents

Lodajng address
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T.V. UNITS
THE |.F. UNIT

This unit, emptors i

miniature all glass
valves, the first two ot
which are common CO
sound and v%ion. After
separation, sound and
vision are amoMfled
separaitily at 34 36 and
37.1 mc s respectively.
Vision is then detected
and parsed so -.wo staf^
of Video amplification,
and sound is detected and further amplified hy output valve woe
EL84 to give fust over one watt, of hiph fidelity sound.
The circuit employs a variable peak white clipper to reduce
vision interference and the second section of the audio detector
is used to limit sound interference. The unit which can be
driven by any standard 34/37 mo/s turret or other tuner, is beauti-
fully made and contained on a chassis ?ize approx. 8in. x 4 Jin.
-V 3in.
The unit with valves niarti v.p, nligijed and ready to work is
Hvailsblc price £9.12,6.

THE POWER UNIT
Intended for A,C. D.C. working
with .3 amp. valves, this unit
contains all the necessary
power components. Recti-
fication it by metal rectifier,
smoothing is by a 3 Henry
choke, and large electrolytic
condensers ensure freedom from
hum and a clean picture. The
ballast resistor has ample

lappings to compensate for H.T. voluige as well as heater
'urrent and a thermistor protects the circuits against initial
current surges, fuses are fitted In the mains input lead.
There is a front control comprising a double pole on 'off switch,
rhl/: is attached to the sound volume control which, although not
pan, of the power unit, is included lot- the sake of convenience
artd symmetry. Thn siite of the null is 15Jti>. x 3in. x 2in. It is
all wired up and ready to WOrk, mi'e £3.5.0.

THE TIME BASE CHASSIS
This uses H valves and includes r.he sync
MMrator, the focus magnet, manning
• -nils and ion trap. The line < i nie ban* is

01 rhe .self-oscillatlnsr type empl'iyinu
..•i auto wound O.P.T. and etfii-leni-y
diode hi provide boost voltage for
line fly back E.H.T.
rraibdormer which gives
about 12.5 kV., the frame
time base is multlvf-
"n'tiutr type, using an
RC'LtW.

T!ip whole unit nmwaru
Kite, x Bjiu. x 2in.. and the uwuil ivink includes tube support
J-.;- chassis mounting a Htn. tube, Ijui .ip to 20«. tube can be
snanned hut will require sepai'Mf nurjntinn. Price for the
unit with valves ready made up Hud tested is £12.15-0,

-NOTE-
liiese three units. airhouKh quite separate and usablis
separately, may atso be lolned rose' her and then comprise a
omplet-e T.V. less only tuner unit and speaker 'available if

i-fiulredr. Demonstrations at all b ranches.

TURRET TUNER
Brand n*-w stock, not surplus, with
colts lor Hand J and III supplied com.
pleti* with valves PCOS4 and PCF80--
I

1-'. i m: put :r.l:iHMf s with instructions
and otmttit diagiasn 99/6. With knobs
3.6 extra : post and insurance 2'b.

•T.V. SET FREE-
vane who bays a copy of our

n.'V. publication '" The. Easier to
Bui hi 13 Channel T.V." stands a
1'aii chance »f winning the set.

The price of the publication is

only 3 6. fully illustrated.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.

Post orders should be addressed to

E.P.E., LTD.. Dept. S, Sutton Road, Eastbourn:.
Personal shopper.^ to one oi *:b?se addresses, please.

266, London Jt.Mil. I ro.viliiii. Phone : CRO o5J8
Hall day. Wednesday.

4£-46. Windmill Hill. Uul-llo. MtiliK. Phone : RUISLIP 3780
Halt day, Wednesday.

152-3. Fleet Street. E.< .1. Phone : FLEet. 2B33
Half day, Saturday,

29^lioucl (irccii Hii.,1 iu-.lfiirvl*k...V4. Phone : ARCnway 1043
Half day, Thursday,

249. Kilbura High i:»mf, Kllliurn. Phone : MAIda Vale 1921

MAKE BAND
,

Teletron Band III Coil Set
Supplied with circuit dia-
gram IS,'-

Plus pocking and postage 1/6

Small Mains Transformer
for Converter

Pri. : 203(250 volt. Sec. :

200 volt 25 m/a. 6.3
vok. I mains IS/9

Plus pocking and pottage 1/6

June, 19j>7

OWN
1(1 C0NVERT0R
Wo I xey Crossover Unit
Thij unit is for matching
two separate aerials

into 70/80 coaxial cable 116
Pfus packing and postage 1/6

Spencer-West Type S4 Pat-
terning Removal Unit 25/-
Ptus packing and postage 1/6

B ray headTu rretConvartors
(Stace channels required)

Post free CT/7/-

BRING YOUR TECHNICAL LIBRARY
UP TO DATE ^11 prices shown. P. & P. free)

Television Faults 40 Circuits using Ger-
manium Diodes 1/t

Television Timebasa
Circuits
Of C. H. SirntsWoe S/i

Television Circuits and
Service Data No. I

by C. H. ftunthorpe cover-
ing over 2S models in-

cluding : Alba. Ambas-
sador. Bush. Ferrantr,
G.E.C.. K.a„ Maste radio.
Murphy, Philco, Philips,

Pilot. Pye, Raymond.
Ultra. Vidor, White-
Ibbotson ..,, 10/-

1 The complete set including DTV Replacements Handbook J8/-

l_.
I diagrams for Baird. Every-

Imin, English Electric,
Marconi. Murphy. Philips

|
anJ Ultra S'6

| Television Servicing for

1
Beginners
Book I, by L G. Furlef.

| A.M./Srit./t.R.E 5/6

|
Television Circuit Refine*

Infill i

be C. H. floiitrioroe 5/6

I Television Test Equipment
| by E. N. Bradley S/4

bb^tj REPLACEM ENTS
134/136 LEWISHAM WAY, NEW
CROSS, S.E.H. TtOeway 3696; 2333

Telegrams : FU&AK. London, S.E.I4

VALVES
SAME MAY
HEKAIVE

AM Guaranteed New and Boxed
l.lv, midfret, 1R5,

1A70T
ICMT
VBSOI
1N6GT
S3
im
IT!
3Af,
3Q4
9Q6GT
isi
vn
riU4C.

6T3GT
SMG
HABU
SAKS
baEs
fiAMri
HAM«
ma or.
6ATH
BBA6
fiBin;

6BJfi
fiBWS
SBXH
an

6F12

6F15
6Jfi

SJ7G
6K7Ci
t>K7GT

12 6 6K8G
15/6:6K8GT

1S5. l'lM. 1XB,
DLM ; any
7:9 80
9/6' B38

13 '6 CUTi
9,6 Dl

H • KJ8
11 - 6QTGT
8 6 SSN7CT 7 6 D15
7 6 bUlGT 13'6 D77
7/3 6V6G
7 - SV8GT
9- 6X4
9 6 SXSCfT
76
8 6 7C5
8- 7C<i
7 6 7HT
9 - 787
76;7Y4
4^6

!
10C2

6 6 ! I0P1
o- ! 12AHS
6 - 1.2at;
7 6 12AU7
8.'6 12AX7
7 8 12J7GT 11'8'EBSM
7_612K7GT 8'6 ; >IBG;«l

DACS2
7 6 DAF96
7- DCC80
6"6 DF33
8- DF9B
8- DH7S
8 - TJH7T
8- DK:c
9- DK92
8- DK96

13 6 DI^33
15.6 DI,3!i

10*6|DLfla
|6 DMTO
T'« EABC80 ,

9'-!eAF42 10 8iEY8R
ft'f EZ40

:tS1, DAP91,
4 lor 27/6.

86 BCH81
19' 8 ECL80
16/6 EF37A
31- EFtfl
6,'6 EF40
6 6 EF41
11- EF42
8 6 EF50
7- EF8Q

11 - EFa\
8-6 EF83
8 6 BF8S
8 6 EF91

12 6 EF92
9'- EL38
8'6 F.L41
9'6 EL4S

15 6 EL&4
86 EM!S4
S 6 BM8Q
7'9 EY51

DF91, DK91, Dl/tii.

7!- 12KSC1
7'6 12Q7GT
7.6 12Z3

17 614S7
6 6 25IJ6GT
6 - 25Z4G

13 - 25ZSG '!•

14 9 3oAa
= s 35L6GT
°
I 3SS3

'» 35Z4GT4
'8 j;:

6- 50I.SGT

14- EBC4I
86 KBFB3
7 6 EBFFJfi
14- EfCSJ
9-'ECCse
9 6 EGC8/5
9 6 ECGil
11 - ECCSa
96 ECCS1

10 6 ECFdti
8 - BCr'82
9- ECB35
8 - ECHsfJ

6 EZ»CI
10-jBZSl
BiflFWs ™
96:
8'6 GZ32
7 6 KT33G
9- KT44

10 6 KTre;
86 K
5 6 Mil'

12.6 N73
n - pyi
9 6 i'CCHi
10 - PC FB^s

8 '-
1 PCF82

9/- 1 PEN48
9 '- PI .36
6-'- PIj38

126 Pl^l
9/6 P1J82
12 - PL33
6 6 PY80
8'6 PY81
7 6 PYS2
12 6 PY83
10.'- PZ30
6H3P41
5.6SPS1

22/6 ,U25
10,'- U5Q
11/- 1

U7R
9/6 ! UTS
10;- i U404
106 UAB(.:»
10'6
9/6 UAF42
8- GBC41
8 6 UBF«ti
10- VCH-iS

UF41
10- UFRf>
12.6:UL41
10- UL84
6 6 UY21
7 6 UY41
o s uras
8 6VV7B
128^77
3 6 X70
8- Y&i
6 6 277

11/8
68

16'6
228
119
9/-

10'6
9/-

3 -

11-
9/6
18/-
3/6
3/6
13/6
7/6
8/-

77-

8/3

118
10.6
89
9'8

10'3
9-

10 6
lO-
ll 6
15 6
86

10 6
36
56
126
7 6
9-

Puytatre 5d. pt-r vulvp extra.

1U AIM 3is I. MHO
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.16 STA. 458T
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ris not often that T comment
in these columns about the

commercials. When^I.T.A. com-
menced ope riit ions I watched the
commercials with considerable in-

terest, though—like most viewers
—never admitting that they ever
persuaded me to make a single

purchase of an advertised product.
"then the novelty began to fade.

I was able to condition myself
and ignore them altogether ; alter-

natively, to make a cup of tea or
a telephone call, or to put the dog
out, while they were on.

THE STAR COMMERCIALS
THIS phase has now passed.

Many commercials are now
so well made and so amusing in

content that they outshine the

I.T.A. programmes that surround
them. The cartoons are some-
times brilliant, the musical snippets
are first class and the technical

values are improving rapidly.

Some of the most popular
musical advertising jingles have
now become favourites with the
children. I have heard of at least

two babies whose crying bouts can
be turned into contented chuckles
when they recognise certain jolly

little commercial melodies. This
is surely advertising at its very
best, indicative of the competition,
there is between the many small
companies who make a living out
of this new industry. The bold
and blatant commercial no longer
scores, it merely bores. The subtle

and witty thumb-nail story, whether
in cartoon or straight photography,
which ends with a novel twist,

does the trick. How disappointing
it must be for an advertiser to
rind his latest TV commercial
brain-child smothered on each
side by some of the feeble pro-
gramme matter that is appearing
more and more on I.T.V. One
might almost imagine that some
of the brighter script writers are
leaving the programme contractors

and joining the commercial-making
companies.

UHDERNEATH THE D/POIEJ

TELEVISION PICK-UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By /conos

A CASK OF AMONTILLADO

I
MUST admit that I have not
seen very many A.B.C.-TV

features networked through Lon-
don in the evenings, and therefore
may have been unlucky in the

particular programmes I have
seen. At any rate, I cannot remem-
ber anything outstanding since
the " Jekyll and Hyde " series

with Dennis Price. For me, A.B.C.-
TV hit a new low, technically and
artistically with A Cask o) Amon-
tillado, from a story by Edgar
Allan Poe. With the colourful
background of a masked carnival,
this well-mounted playlet in

macabre vein might have succeeded
if the producer had restrained his

tendency to self-conscious arty-

crafly production treatment. Titles

were presented skewed, actors had
their heads partly out of picture
and many camera set-ups, intended
to appear clever—merely looked
like terrible camera handling. If

this is a sample of the technical
treatment of the remainder of the
series under the title of Armchair
Theatre, then either the producer
should use more conventional
camera angles or the A.B.C.-TV
technicians take another course at

their training school. The pro-

ducer, Dennis Vance, has given us
many good TV plays in the 'past
I feel sure that he will give us
good entertainment in Armchair
Theatre when he restrains his

actors from hamming and his

technicians from being ham-
handed.

TELEVISED PL-U S

"F\0 television excerpts of stage
JL' plays at theatres induce [he

viewer to buy a ticket to see the
live show? Apparently they do—
in certain cases. Romano ft ami
Juliet and The Bride ami ihc

Bachelor are two West End plays
which seem to have scored on
TV. to the benefit of their oun box
offices. Not all plays are so lucky.
however. It is now essential for
TV presentation to be carried out
under invited audience conditions,
so that the cameras and micro-
phones can be manoeuvred to the
best advantage. The actor ^ can
also play-down a little, not in the
broad manner essential to put over
lines to the l-ack row of the
gallery. This must not be construed
as supporting the current tendency
of British actors to slur then
words, throw away lines and
otherwise deliver dialogue in a

A model of the TV studio at Pontcanna, Cardiff, for tin new transmitting
Station for Wales and the W>t.
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i^ovcnly manner. Even dialect
plays have to be presented in a
modified form, if they arc to be
understood outside their own
region. The BBC's recent pre-
sentation of Sean O'Casey's Juno
and the Paycock was a model
of how a dialect play should be
produced. It was a long play

—

ninety minutes playing time—and
I only viewed the last half-hour
of* it. However, I had seen it on
the stage and on films, and heard
it on the rad io, so that I was
able to pick it up with ease. I was
sorry I had missed the beginning.
The performances of Liam Red-
mond as the Captain and Noel
Puree! I as Joxer seemed to me to

be perfect from every point "of

view, with excellent production
work by Eric Crozier.

TV STUDIO EQUIPMENT
r*T"HE stage equipment to be found
A in most British television
studios is largely made up of
items specifically designed for

feature films. Camera dollies,

microphone booms, lights and
their accessories, and many other
items familiar in the film studios
can be seen every day in use. Some
of the equipment is almost brand
new, delivered straight to the TV
studio and not taken over from a
film studio that has gone out of
business. The requirements of the
two media are on similar lines up
to a point, and it was a natural
expedient during the rapid expan-
sion of TV studio facilities to make
use of existing designs. In practice,
television required lighter but
stronger equipment, free from noises
when being moved about during a
scene or. in the case of lamps,
when getting overheated through
being left on for long periods.
Equipment specially designed for

television studios is now beginning
to appear in Britain as well as in

America. The demand for special

tripod heads for mounting TV
cameras is much larger than the
demands of the film production
industry in its boomiest days.
Development contracts from the
BBC are resulting in the appear-
ance of beautifully made
accessories, which are being turned
out in batches of a hundred or so
instead of the batches often which
sufficed for the film studios. I am
thinking in particular of a new
Vinten camera head mounting,
which admirably keeps the centre

pf gravity of a heavy TV camera at

the same place, no matter how the

camera is tilted or panned. The

price is modest, due to the large
batches ordered.

CHROMIUM -PLATED
GADGETS
'T'HEN (here are camera dollies
J- of various types, which can
"crab " about the stage in any
direction without the use of metal
or wood tracks. Knocking nails
or screwing screws into the very
level floors or TV studios is taboo,
to enable these trackless dollies,

cranes and velocilators to be used.
Therefore, the scenery has different

methods of bracing, which usually
depends upon weights for holding
it in position. There is now a new
type of microphone boom, made
by Scanners Ltd., which has some
special advantages for television.

In a model recently exhibited.
however, the width between the
wheels was too great to go through
the average doorway in a set, a
point which will shortly be
remedied. Some of the equipment
I have seen sparkles with smart-
looking chromium plate. Tor which
TV management seem to have
a weakness. This is a mistake. A
dull black finish is much more
practical and avoids undesirable
reflections of lights.

TELERECORDING
PROGRESS
\S noted in this column a few
-a months ago, the ITA pro-
gramme contractors have been
cautious in deciding to instal tele-

recording equipment for the British

Standard 405 line, interlaced,

picture, In addition to the Marconi
equipment, recently announced, a
new type of telerecording camera
has been developed by High
Definition Films in association
with Pye, Both of these equipments
give results far superior to the type
of camera which photographs only
half of the interlace, unavoidable
owing to the slow mechanical
pull-down of the film in the

camera between photographing
each frame. These new equip-
ments, together with the elaborate
flying-spot film scanners Tor repro-

ducing film, made by Cintel and
EMI, must be in the very front rank
of television developments, and
far ahead of the best in America.

NEW TV CAMERAS
ri^HE latest type CPS Emitron
A cameras arc coming into use

at some of the BBC studios,

signifying a victory for those BBC
engineers who were unconvinced
that the imaee orthicon camera was

the answer to all television camera
problems. It is interesting to note
that the horizontal angle of
acceptance of a CPS Emitron
camera lens of 75 mm. focal length
is the same as a 50 mm. lens on an
image orthicon or a 35 mm. lens

on a standard cine camera. Thai
angle is approximately 25 deg.
Rarely do TV producers require
wider acceptance angles than thi>

The feature film cameramen
regularly use lenses of much
shorter focal lengths, such as 18.5
mm. and 25 mm. These give
interesting camera compositions,
but tend io give peculiar distorting
effects : thus, facial blemishes are
exaggerated and the actors* noses
seem to become more prominent
in close-ups, while background
perspective treatments are some-
times quite false. Nevertheless.
carefully handled, these very wide
gauge lenses have great dramatic
value.

THE » CHELSEA REVUE "

TT'OR some months past Sidney
A Bernstein, of Granada, has
been extending his entertainment
commonwealth from films to tele-

vision and from television to the
music-hall. This is no backward
step—it is the inevitable and
natural link-up of an entertainment
" combined operation." Granada-
controlled music-halls now include
the Metropolitan, Edgware Road,
the Palaces at Chelsea and Wal-
thamstow and the Empress at
Brixton (which has now been
turned into a cinema and renamed
" The Granada.*"). The Waltham-
stow Palace is closed for the time
being. The Metropolitan and the
Chelsea Palace arc gradually being
modernised so far as the comfort
of both audience and patrons are
concerned, and bright new shows
are being put on. The Chelsea
Palace has already begun to play
its part in connection with Granada
TV, when an excerpt from a revue
there was networked. This revue
is being run on a resident season
basis and is of a new style, about
mid-way between the intimate and
sophisticated West End revue on
the one hand and the music-hall on
the other. The first transmission
on TV was excellent. Terry Scott
was the star, and with him were
Hugh Lloyd. Baker and Douglas.
and Roma and Bob Dale.

OUR COMPANION JOURNAL
IVactic-al ll'irHfMM

J/3 Every Month
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SUMMER SALE
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

I4in. £5.10.0. 17in. £7.10.0.

We are now able to offer this wonderful guarantee. 6 months'
full replacement and 6 months' progressive. Made possible only
by improved high quality of our tubes. Carr., Ins., IS/6,

CONVERT YOUR 9in., I0in., I2in.

to I4in., I Sin. or J7in.

Our pamphlet is FREE and on many sets it costs only the tube
to give you these giant pictures, SPECIAL OFFER I4in,, I Sin. and
I6in. T.V. tubes £.5. Perfect, see them working in our shops.

14in. T.V. CHASSIS, £13.19.6.

FAMOUS TURRET
TUNER FITTED S0.'-

EXTRA.

Complete with tube and
speaker. Modified ready
working. Fully guaran-
teed for 3 months.
These are demonstrated
ro personal callers. LESS
valves. As above with 5

of the valves £ I S.I 9,6.

Or with all the valves
£19.19.6. Ins., Carr,, inch
Tube 25/-. I7in. TUBE
RECTANGULAR on

adapted chassis. LESS valves £19.19.6. With 5 valves £21. t9.6,

or complete with all valves £25.19,6. Plus 25,'- Ins., Carr.
State BBC channel (and ITA if TURRET required).

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 3SO-0-3SO v., 3/9. 4 v.-4 v. heaters.
200-250 v. prim. Post & packing 2/3.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 3SO-C-350 v. 2/9. 12 v.-4 v. heaters.
200-250 v. prim. Postage 2/3.

O. P. TRANS. 1/3. 2-5 ohms. Standard size. Salvage guaranteed.
P. & P. I/-, 20 for £1, P. & P. on 20 5/6.

T.V. CHASSIS 79/6
Complete chassis by
famous manfr. Easily con-
verted to ITA. R.F.

E.H.T, unit included.

A.C. s'het 3 separate
units (power, s/vision,

t/base interconnected).
Sin. P.M. speaker and
drawings FREE with each
order. I.F.s 16.5-19.5

m/cs. Carr., Ins., 10/6.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE of SUMMER SALE,

V.H.F. 1466 RECEIVER, 27/6.
With 6 valves, ex-W-D. new condition, dial drive tuning.
Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs. 30.5 m/cs to 40
m/es. I.F.s 7 m/cs. Post 2/6. Drawings and conversion data FREE
with each set. (Similar to 1124 sec but with slow-motion dial.)

V.H.F. R.F. 24 UNIT. 7/9. Including valves, Chassis approx. lOin.
x Bin. x 4 in. Postage 2>'6.

V.H.F, II2S RECEIVER. 7 9. Including valves. Chassis approx.
I2in. x Bin. x 3in. Drawings FREE with each order. Postage I 9.

IDEAL RADIO OR R GRAM CHASSIS, 39/9.
3 w/band and gram., s/het 5 valve international octal. Ideal table
gram., but still giving high quality output. 4 knob control. Bin.
P,M, speaker, 7/9 with order. Set of knobs 2/-.

Chassis approx. I Sin. x 6in. x 7lin. LESS valves. Ins,, Carr., 4/6.

RADIO-GRAM CHASSIS, 29/9.
Including Bin. speaker, dial and knobs. 5 valve s/het, 3 wave band.
A.C. mains. Complete, tested, guaranteed. LESS valves. Post
and packing 4/6.

SPEAKERS 8/9. Bin. P.M.
Stocks cannot last. Have you had all you may require ? Com-
plete with O.P. trans., 10/-. All are guaranteed money back,
P. & P. 1/9. Liverpool St. to Manor Park— 10 mins.

DUKE & CO. Z'
T ')6

V
!\

RrT^tww,vu ** ***#• Manor Park, London, E.t

2

GRA 6677-8-2791

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING IN-

Industry and Com-
merce offer their

best posts to those with quali-
fications—appointments which
bring personal satisfaction,
good money, status and secur-
ity. As part of a^ modern in-
dustrial organisation, we have
skilled knowledge of what is

required and the best means
of training personnel for pre-
sent day and future require-
ments. We specialise also in
teaching for hobbies, new in-
terests or part-time occupa-
tions in any of the subjects
listed here. Write to us to-day
for further information. There
is no obligation of any kind.

Accountancy Civil Service High Speed Photography
Advertising Commercial Subjects Oil Engines P.M.G. Certs.
Aeronautical Eng. Commercial Art Industrial Admin, Police
A.R.B. Licences Customs Officer Jig & Tool Design Production Eng.
Art
Automobile Eng.
Banking
Book-keeping
Building
Business

Management
Carpentry
Chemistry

Prod. Plan
Radio Engineering
Radar

Salesmanship
Secretaryship
Shorthand & Typing
Short Story Writing
Short Wave Radio
Sound Recording
Telecommunications
Television
Time&Motion Stud y

Draughtsmanship Journalism
Economics Languages
Electrical Eng. Management
Electrical Installations Maintenance Eng. Radio Amateurs
Electronics Mathematics
Electronic MX. A. Licences

Draughtsmanship Mechanical Eng.
Eng. Drawing Metallurgy
Export Motor Eng.

City&Glds. Exams Heat. & Vent. Enf>. Painting Dec'ting Sanitary Eng'eer
Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE of EDUCATION A.M.I. H., * V.E.. A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.
I.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M. I. M. I., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S.,
A.C.C.S., A.C.W.Ay City * Guilds Examinations, R.T.E.B. Serv. Cert., R.S.A. Cert. etc.

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT jgffi
in RADIO - TELEVISION • MECHANICS - CHEMISTRY

ELECTRICITY - DRAUGHTSMANSHIP • PHOTOGRAPHY ETC.

(C & G) Licence
Radio & Television Tracing

Servicing Welding
Refrigeration Workshop Practic*
Sales Management Works M'gement

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH
POST THIS TO DAY
|B E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept, 1 38K, London. W.4

O NAME „ „__™_„
I K ADDRESS

INSTITUTES
|C lam interested In the following subjects with/without equipment

(S JUNE 57 CWe shzll not worry you with callers)

Assceiat e d with "t/,M.V",
, ete , He
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63-V T\ni( ATOIi l NIT
Containing VCB97 with Mn-

- -. 21 halves :

13-EF5n. 4-SPP1. 3-EA50.
2-EB34 . P i

'. l - pf i is . . SA-i tches?.
i>.\. C.-md .. Resistors, Muir-

- M Dial 1 ) n u b I

e

D«!i Chassis i-Li'd Civsu-.l
QHANll NEW ORIGINAL
CASES, rJ7 S. t.'AJit:. FREE.

HF24. 10- : BF2S 12 B :

KF38. 25-. BRAHD NEW
V."! i'ii VAl.YKS. Carr. 28.

B.s.R. JtF.coitn
en \ngf,RS

;:i!"p-^r type -'Monarch.."
t-spred ..-. ;

: h HG prti 113 stal
pji k-uii. Plays

).>•-!
i {-... .

i i-ilfs. Brand new ami
(nmranteed. Uatedat £16 If)

£7 19 8. eaii. paid
K.s.t;. 4-spf;f.i)

Plays mixed record*.
£8 15 -. P P 8 B.

transmitter
RFfFnXR

> \iiiij Tttn< •IT" Mk. Hi
This well-known rt Tran*-

offered wmDlftt 1

.cirh Va'i'i's. Hisrli rti-.= = ~i*i :! '

Headphones. Mo. ' Handmjkr
all c"ii

L:i'>ed in wooden

-n.o
fil .0 Mi s.

mate Bans:' : 3
B miles.

Variable Timing.
Power Requirement -

Standard 13U v. Tl T. a

g i..T

m

i-itei >-nmnii[.'iii at'Ion-.

39£ HI! AN!) N:KW
Calibrated tt'i!VE-n:i-

?a!nr. 10-.

—TRANSISTORS
Junction Type P.N, P.

British Manufacture

R*4 80or. HOOKi- k. Audio Frequency ... 10-
itiiii- sjmt, i.r Me a. Mixer and Pre Chansei is
Whlti- Spot. 2.f. Mi p. _20-

•i- ed sod Guaranteed
N.U. Ik-rt Spot is tfuiilar In Milliard OC7

I"ri:.si:i.k( ti;i> si;\t.\ ik wsistois prsw-p« i.i

poht\isi.i: si I'limi i

'pi in sour favourite Station. No toning, no aerial oi
earth. Pre-seloct n NtatJons. Complete with all i omponent*
and '.'II 1'i.visjsuirs. 7 .\ t Elliptical speaker. Te.letron
Super] •'

( !!-- and I P T,i< Powered bj 7 r. dry battery which
ias'~;'..i Month*. ISO Mllilwuii -

'".">
,

\n bove '-i' 1

Ctl !: r *. etc.

£B 17 6 On i

Oi wttli Matched Milliard OCT2e (200 MlHivfattt) Output.! and
7 \ 1 RSUtpUcul Hlsrh i:i!h!.-;i :->l«i'iil<t>r :t0 - cm r.i

' : r Plastic Cabinet, ea*j to assemble. 18 o.
CjiH end i|. .:', titration mode) worlcttt

"EAVESDROPPER" THREE TRANSISTOR PERSONAL
DnDTARI F >><» V'-rlitl <*r Kurtli Ki-uuhe.i Pri-sfliM-lnlrUK I HULL, g-^iaiitm tifceiier
We ("tin Ptipyl) nit the component* tor building I

pei Kadfo Constructor" with i'i iteronlxmn

Cotnpleti
Aid ti'l a.

mil, -90-. Complete with atin llcaiini;

Tit wsisior nsH-i'i i.i. \t'i>m a\ipi.ifii:ii
. i.v> Mlillwutii Oatsui

'

'- Push-Pall Antpliiii:!' which Is idwil Bit Crysial or
r'i. !; ( ii Artuililti tii'-n Brtli\ Alarm Mil rophnne

Powered bs ^ volt Dry Battel y in^Lins tor
C'iimplete Kit •: Partf i!>< tudiiiji 4 Trinslal

all Cumpunent* with ( i £410-.

li:\N>fST»R SK^AI
TR UEK

Complete Kir wilh 2 Tt*u-
Blstore. Componenrs find
F'tustie Case. Phones with
Cirruii. 42 6.

I\lll( VTOK I Ml
TYPE l^A

inn- contains VCRS17 Oath-
ode Hay 61u. tubft, complete
with Mi:-\le:,B' screen, 3-

EVm. 4-SPfil and 1 r>U!n
: a I

• ;-
. 9 i.-.-

i. i i-.v:.. Lin d volume
oontrolfi and quantity Of
reslstor.-i and conde'isi-i ~

OfTerflrt HKAN II NEW i iPss

relay > at 67 6. I'ltis 7 fi can 1

.

Kadi. i-Oonetroctor "'
'scolia

i !!-'! ir Included.

t'RWSlSTOR sqctRi:
WAIT? GESIKRATOR

Complete Kir with 2 Tran-
sistnrs. Corr-poiif-ntf. Ciieuii
and Plastic Cade, 25-.

WIMATlTtK 1. F. STRIP
TYPE '373" 9-72 MEG.
Rt-aiid new miniature I.F.

Strip wizt- lOiii). >: 81in. x
air.. liVh. Valve line-Liv

2-EF93 :-i.r::i
I find EB01.

With circuit.
Complete with valves 43 6.

-.IM I STAMPS KM! M:M 1957 38-PA(iE i VTAMH.l I

(tPKN MiiNDAl hi SAT. 3-G. TBl'BS. 1 Cflnck.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD*

FA!. CONVERTER
l'\IT 88100 Mf>.

Cuntiiininr 6 valve* 2

RRAS. EB91. VR1S7. 2-EF54.
Twn I.F. sts^e-sand separate
lociat oscillator, gradnaten
Vernier riuiing. Just pine in
tj. vi mi- radio and obtain good
li-reniu? on P.M. Voltage
required 350 v. .50M A, snd
(i.r! -. . 2 amp.-. JTt 19 8.

5, HARROW ROAD, EDQWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. TEL.: PADOINaTON 1008-9,0401

FIRST-CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES . .

GET A CERTIFICATE

!

After brief, Intensely interesting uudy
—undertaken a-, home in your spare
time

—

YOU can secure your peo-
iessiooal «uaiiHcarion or learn SeiVicii:;

aitd Tr.eory. Let ijs show you hov^ ;

•FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of irsformatioit oftfte gre^tev;
importance to those seeking such
s,'.ici_7*is corapeHine qt<alifica£io:ts a-j

A.M.Brit.l.R.E., City a.nd Guildv
Final Radio, P.M.G. Raidio
Amateurs' Exam*,, Gen, Cert,
of Educ, London B.Sc. lEng. .

A . M . I . t . K . , A.M.I.Mflth.E.,
Draughtsmanship ialibrjnchcsi,
etc., toge ther with particitiars of

our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write row for your copy of this

\ltralaabir piibiiciiiio::. I: •..: >ve.
!

/

prove i-j Ps tit laming pmint. in your

FOUNDED IMS—OVER
.... .150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING

(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.I,

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE No. 10
Cd. pose free (U.K. only)

56 pages, over 2,000 items. 1 35 photographic
illustration, and technical data on brand
new guaranteed components 'by leading

manufacturer*,

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
SORAD WORKS, REOLYNCH.

SALISBURY, WILTS
refepnarw ; Downtoa 207

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
AH rtv'.-i'' In stock i" 1

i

Viewzuasler r Souiidnia*ter,TeIeking,et<:,
Jyit-y .I'l'vn.i.' ii-.-allnMr.

I "<X. rU t >
1 1

i.. ml; ."• Ca»V«nK-.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
n.v»nnv.vMi:. mhiii itnun,i,

IJAFJtSTON, J. VM S.

* ****** * * * *&*?*&'*(*(*(»

OSMOR CONVERTERS
AIJ. Cil.SN'STJ.s

Sinin'e. pfflciiMd tor aO TV .Ii.

mmranreetl ni'hveak-rhi"
Btiiid I nr re radiuiion. Apprcix. I

build. Will i nnverrmvy Btirtl Hi rhanr.e!

t<. nny Band f hanneL AC <•: AC DC.
Kit. £G.5.0. lt™d.\ wiled. £4.0.0. Pnw
r-ee. Term* : O.V.f'. Poft order- i>i>lv.

TIIF. II.RITKHMI SI PPIA F».
29. l.eijrh «,!.. IHi>l.t.n,». I i.i.ili.n. X..1

i

COVENTRY
RADIO

Component Specialists

since 1 925

We thehave now trebled

size of our premises in

order to supply a larger

range of Components, Amp-

lifiers and Hi-Fi Equipment

Send /our enquiries to:

189-191 Dunstable Road,

Luton, Beds.

New Telephone No. :

LUTON 73889

t ********* f * *+*'-* * * * * *
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The Editor docs not necessarily agree with
(he opinions, expressed by his tnrrespon-
dents. All letters must lie accompanied by
the name :mtl address of the sender
(nor necessarily for publication i.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TV
SIR,—I feel that the title of the hem " Duration of

Vision " included in your current feature of
" A Beginner's Guide to Television " is rather inapt.

Duration of vision would more correctly be described
as the length of time which the eye continues to " see

"

an image after the removal of that image. This
property of the eye is of importance not only in the
case of TV but also in the case of films where it is

utilised to give a sensation of continuity.
As you so rightly state, it is extremely difficult to

measure the minimum length of time in which the eye
must be subjected to a stimulus for it to be '" seen,""

and the situation is further complicated by the fact

that the magnitude of [he stimulus has also a bearing
on what can or cannot be
seen.— L. M. Arrow- ^'"'"" ""'*•• *""*"

smith (West Hartlepool). ?

SLOT AERIALS
SIR,— I was very inter-

ested to read your
articles on " Slot Aerials,"
January and February,

1 957, and also the letter on
this subject from E. Law-
ton of Stoke.

As the materials were so cheap, although 1 am over
90 miles from the nearest l.T.A. transmitter I

decided to make a Band ITT aerial, 1 had to hand a
sheet of aluminium 36in. X 20in. and in I his ] cut a

slot 27£in. X 5in. 1 used a 134in. rod mounted on
Perspex spacers in the slot as a matching device and
mounted the whole on a wooden frame for outdoor
use. I set the aerial up on my roof to face the Emley
Moor transmitter, and I found that I could receive a
powerful sound signal some 90 per cent, of trans-

mission lime, a picture which would not stay locked
for 75 per cent., and a picture of entertainment value
for about 50 per cent, of transmission time.

Spurred on by this 1 added a simple upright rod
reflector to the slot about three weeks ago and I have
found this to give some improvement. I also tried

adding a director but this gave me a weaker signal

I should imagine due to the aerial impedance not
matching the feeder or set.

My biggest difficulty was in making a mounting for
the aerial strong enough, as this design has a very
high wind resistance.

I would have liked to try a Band I slot but my local

transmitter is horizontally polarised and a slot would
be rather cumbersome mounted vertically.

I hope this information may be of some interest

to the writer of "Slot Aerials for Television."—
J. W. Dachev (Bircham Newton).

STRANGE SIGNAL PICK-UP
CIR,— 1 have been interested in the recent eorres-3 pondence and would point out that I have met
some similar instances, and think that many of these
freak cases are due to reflections coupled with
abnormal conditions. It is well known that conditions
can be favourable or unfavourable to radiation
(witness the reception of BBC in Australia and the
cessation of telephone signals across the Atlantic, for

SPECIAL NOTE
Will readers please note that we arc unable

to supply Service Sheers or Circuits of ex-
government apparatus, or of proprietary
makes of commercial receivers. We regret

that we are also unable to publish letters from
readers seeking a source of supply of such
apparatus.

instance) and a signal from a certain direction may be
reflected to a receiving aerial, hut under poor or
perhaps normal conditions there may be. no signal

present in that direction. On conditions when a

signal is present it would be reflected and cause
trouble, but its source would not be apparent due to

the reflection. A case would be the police and similar

services which could be heard in one house when
conditions are right but not by a neighbour, so it

would be no use asking neighbours if they had heard
the interference.- G. Douoi \s (Cardiff).

VALVE DESIGN

S!R,—I wonder if other readers ha\e experienced a

difficulty which I have met with, or whether I am
unlucky. For some months
now 1 have been keen on
experimenting and to this

end I have obtained a

number of the noval based
valves and the associated
holders. 1 have found,
however, that these have
been a frequent source of
trouble due to one or more

mmmw— _«.*.,.„„...„.,.......* of the pins tailing to make
good contact in the small

holders. These appear to be fitted with a thin edge
type contact between the two faces of which th;
\abe pins pass, but it appears ih:ti there is a tendency
with some valves for the adjacent edges to turn and
the springy nature of the materia] then makes them
pass on each side of the pin, with the result that that
particular pin has no contact. The trouble is some-
times aggravated b\ the spring contained screening
cover made for the valve base which, when pushed
down over the valve, holds it firmly perhaps in the
" off" position. [ discovered the trouble when an
experimental hook-up failed to work as required, and
although everything was checked and found in order
no satisfaction could be obtained. The valve was
going to be changed, and as the screening can was
twisted to release it the circuit came to life and the
trouble was traced as above. Since that date I have
had dozens of cases where bad or no contact has
resulted in a circuit not acting as required, and it

depends, of course, upon which pin fails to make good
contact. It would be interesting to hear whether other
readers have had this experience, or whether I have
just been unlucky.—G. Goodson (N.W,).

INTERMITTENT FAULTS
SIR,—Tt is often slated that one of the serviceman's

biggest bugb«urs is the in term it tent fault. This
is of a type which only occurs from time to time and
accordingly one has to spend a long time waiting for
it to turn up. Has anyone yet found'a way of tracking
such a fault ? I am not over technical, but was think-
ing of this recently and had an idea which might help.
If a device such as a relay, etc., is connected in place
of the loudspeaker it could be so adjusted that it

remained in a certain position whilst .a steady note
such as obtained from a signal generator was received.
If the set suddenly went off, the relay eould open (or
close) and actuate some device :-,uch as a tester con-
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nected in each anode circuit. If mi alarm were also
joined up. ihe service man would hear this and could
immediately attend to the set and see by the anode
indicators which stage was responsible and this would
simplify mailers. Is the idea practicable ?— H. Wh i s

(Edgware).

THE UP.26 UNIT
QlR, I have just finished testing out your BandH

_
III converter built round the ubiquitous RF.26

Unit and am more than pleased with the results.

This is trulv a wonderful ex-government unit, and
I have used it to build at least 10 different sets. In
not onlv your paper but in Practial Wireless and in

other journals I have read of tuners, pre-amp lifters.

etc., and I have used a single unit to make up most
of these, pulling them down when a new design
came out, run only now have I used it for TV. The
same parts are used and I onl> found about three

condensers which needed replacing, otherwise I

have used most of the original parts. 1 wonder it"

an) reader has had war-time experience of this unit
and could let us know what it was used for, a> I

Nave been told that the Government incorporated ii

in several different designs also, as il was such a good
piece of apparatus.—G. H. Tru hv (Harrow).

TKSTMKTER DESIGN PROBLEMS
CIR,- -In the February issue you gave an article
>^ about Tesimeler design, and I have for a long
time been making up test sels built round ex-armv
meter units. There is one point, however, which
appears a problem in connection with these meter
movements, and it concerns the question of a fuse.

I have burnt out more than one. and it seems to me
thai the makers could protect the instruments and

MAKING A KILO-VOLTMETER
(Concluded from pa^e 525)

i >lccmial point followed by the number on the

circular scale nearest its pointer- in the example,
thi> is 65, making a reading of 4.6s. (The decimal
point maj be omitted if desired.;

Calibrating the Instrument

To calibrate the spark-gap all that is necessarv
i> to conned it to different known voltages and. for

each voltage, to start with the gap wide open and
gradually close it until it sparks over, reading the

gap length from the two scales each time. Then the

voltage is plotted against the gap length as can be
seen in the chart on the instrument in the pholo-
graph. In connecting to the high voltage source, of
course, the flying lead terminated in the crocodile

clip should first be connected to the earth point
and the probe then applied to the high voltage
terminal.

If access can be obtained to a calibrated high
voltage supply, the above process is simple. The
average experimenter, however, h unlikely to be
able to do so, but the EHT supply of a normal TV
receiver, or a similar source, can be used instead.

The voltage of this can be determined by connecting
a suitable high resistance in series with a mi Hiammeter
across it and measuring the current : the meter.
should, of course, be connected at the earthy end of
the resistance. The resistance should have a value

of up to about 50 megohms and may be composed
of a number of smaller resistances in series, but it is

at the same time help the user by connecting the
hair-spring to a small fitment which could cany a
small plug-in fuse. This would make one connection.
and the hair-spring could be so lixed that removal of
(he fuse would in no way affect the instrument,
bul in the event of an overload the fuse would blow
and the meter remain undamaged. The fuse-holder
could then be withdrawn and a new one (or suitable
piece of fuse wire) replaced and the meter would be
ready for further use. For those making up test

sets 1 definitely recommend that a safe-guarding
fuse be incorporated as a part of the design in such
a lead that it is in circuit all the time.—R. B. Rirci
(Bradford).

STABLE CONDITIONS
ClR,—Some years ago we used to read your paper
»- avidly to see what was new. This occurred also
in radio, and one was continually hearing of new
circuits and new- applications. For years now there

has been nothing new in radio {I exclude F.M..
which is, of course, not new but merely the BBC
development), and now for a long time television

has been in the same position. Does this mean thai

the technicians have dried up or run out of ideas,

or that the science has found its level. Surely it

cannot be that, as both radio and television are far

from '" perfect." There must be lots of room for
improvement, say, in timebase circuits to prevent
drift and similar things, but 1 am surprised that all

the experts seem to be doing now is simply putting
transistors in place of valves and printed circuits

in place of wires, but there is nothing really new in

these. I am sure there must be hundreds like me
longing for some new circuits to try out.—H. G
Rydi-.r (Dover),

desirable to know the total value as accurately as
possible, since it directly affects the accuracy of the

calibration. The milliammeter should preferably

read 0-1 mA or less. The required value of the
voltage, in kilovolts. is then given by

Kilovolts megohms: milliamps

The addition of the resistance to a TV EHT supply
will almost certainly reduce its voltage, bul this does
not matter so long as the spark gap voltmeter is

applied whilst the resistance is in circuit, it does,
in fact, enable different voltages to be obtained by
using two or three different values of the resistor and
thereby obtaining two or three calibration points
for the chart. Since, for practical purposes, the
calibration curve is a straight line above about 3 kV
for this particular instrument, these points are
sufficient to enable the whole curve to be drawn
up to 20 kV or so by merely drawing a straight line

through them.

It is convenient in use to stick a small-scale copy
of the calibration chart to the body of the instrument,
as seen in the photograph, but for greater accuracy
the chart should be drawn to a larger scale.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS
288 pages, (56 illustrations

15- net or 15.6 by post from :

GEO. NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.CJ
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Presenting the new
HOMELAB range of SIGNAL GENERATORS

TYPE 2

100 kc/s. to 100 Mc/s CW or 400 ~ modulation. Audio signal

for amplifier tests PRICE : £4.IO.Od., p. & p. 5/-

TYPE 12

100 kc/s. to 130 Mc/s. Sine and square wave modulation
at l,000~. Sine or square Wave signal for amplifier tests

PRICE £8.1 0.Od., p. &p.5/-

TYPE 20

An AM/FM signal generator covering all modern radio and
TV requirements up to 240 Mc/s PRICE £l5.l5.0d., p. & p. 5/-

Send stamp for full details of above, and also our Mullard

FM Tuner complete with power supply PRICE : £ 1 2,0,0 d.

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
615-617, HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.I0

Telephone : LEYtonstone 6851

GUARANTEES valves
| MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS

CV6 V- EL33 16 -

DBT13 16 EL41 .10-

DET25 5/- EL42 10-
DF91 m ELB4 100
0F93 7/6 EL90 7 -

DL92 76 EL91 at}

DLKJ 7/6 EM30 13-
DL95 76 ENS1 76
EASO 1> EY-51 11 8
EABC80 9- EZ35 s-
EB34 2,6 EZ4U s -

EB91 6/- EZ80 8li
EBC33 9,<- FC13C i I'J

EBF30 9tz HL13C 4fi
ecc;b 7/8 H63 7 6
ECC3S 716 KT33C 8
ECC81 7/6 KT44 1CJ-

F.CC82 9/- KTW61 76
ECCS3 9/- KTW63 7 6
BCC84 11/- PL38 20-
ECH35 10'- PU1 10 6
ECHS3 9/- FLS2 6
EC1142 10/- PY80 fife

ECK82 11/- PY81 KG
ECEBO 9/- PY82 8 6
EC52 5/- PCF80 Ofi

EC54 5.'- PCF82 10-
EC90 6/- PCC81 10-
EF36 6/- PCC94 116
EF37A 10/- PCL82 lo-
EF39 6/- PEN46 se
EF41 10/- F61 i

-

EF42 10/- PZ30 15-
EF50 5/- RK34 3

EF54 7/8 KEsn 5-
EF55 9/- SP13C 46
EF80 8/6 SP41 »
EFB5 10/6 SP61 f>-

EF91 7/6 U801 20-
EFS2 S/6 TT11 4-
&S4 11- UBC41 10-
EFS5 6/6 "DT41 10-
EFS6 66 TJU8 20-
EK32 8/6 IXL46 10-
gS9u 8/- UY41 8-
EL32 8,6 VP13C 4 6

VR116
VR150 30
VU111
X65
0Z4A
1L4
3T4
1Q5
IDS
2C31
2D21
2X2
3A4
3Q4
4D1
SU4
5Z4
6AG5
6AK5
SALS
6AM6
GAQ5
6AT6
6AU6
6BE6
6BA6
6BC5
6BH6
6BR7
6BS7
6BW6
6BX6
6B8
6C4
6F32
6F33
6G8
6R6
6J5
6J7
GK7
6K8
6L6
8N7
GP28
flQ7

6/-

76
2-
10-
66
76
76
88
76
36
7,6
*-
7,6
76
4 6
8-
3/6
66
66
6 6

I 9

8-

8-
86
6.6
78
80
86
86
86
5-
6-
5-
7,6
5/-
2/6
i -

76
5 6
8 6
10-
7/6
20,-
86

6R7 8.6
fiSA" 8.'-

6SH7 5-
6SJ7 78
6SK7 76
«.sr.7 6/6
6SN7 76
6SS7 5-
6T8 9-
6V6 7.6
6X4 76
8D2 4.6
9D2 4/6
12AG 7/6
12AH8 10/-
12AT7 76
12AU7 9-
12AX7 9-
12HU 26
12J5 5-
12J7 7 6
12K7 7 6
12K8 17 6
12Q7 7/6
12SC7 7/6
12SG7 5/-
12SH7 5-
12SJ7 5-
12SK7 5-
1SD2 5-
35L6 9-
35Z4 86
45 66
58 5 -

76 5 1-

85A2 9-
90C1 8-
807 7/6
829 40-
832 30-
S54 5-
955 5-
7193 3-
6012 66
0001 5-
9003 5-

Post & Packing 6d. Free over £1. C.O.D. 2,6 extra.

I, %WRK

X

CK K IjK

C

T R O \ICS
1SB, CHIPS'in.Viy VALLEY ROAD, COULSD0X, SURREY.
l_/PI.aiul-i 9075. Personal t-nll^r* nrcferably an Soturilajs.

We stock all tfie components for the Amplifiers as described in
che Mullard Tape Recording Booklet.

RESISTOR KITS. LAB. Alt fixed and variable resistors as
specified. Model A, 33 3. Model B. 319.
CONDENSER KITS. Model A, 33 -. Model B. 35/-. These
kits are made up for the Brenell and Coliaro Decks. If Lane or
Truvox Decks are being used this must be stated when ordering,

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Gilson QP767, 15/6. E! stone
OT/3. 21,-. Partridge SVO/I, 60-.

ELCOM PLUGS AND SOCKETS. P04 Chassis Plug, 3 4.

S04T Ftex Socket, 5/3.

K3RAN1C JACK SOCKETS. P7I. 3 4. P72, 3/10. Sulgin
Jack Plugs to fit. 3/-.

BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Speaker Sockets.
L3I6 Red and Black, I/- each. L378 Plugs to fit, lOd. each. Co-Ax
Socket L734S. I/-. L6WS. 13. L734 Plugs to fit, 1/3 each,

McMURDO VALVE HOLDERS. BM9.U, lOd. XM9/UCI.
1/7. XM9/UGI.2/3.
SWITCHES. Set of three for Model A. 32/6. One Switch For

Model B, 16/6.

BULGIN TAG BOARDS. CI20, 13. CI25, 2/3.

EQUALISER PLUG AND SOCKET. Plugs 2/3 each
Socket, 6d,

CERAMIC STAND OFF PILLAR. I - each.

OSCILLATOR COILS. Breneli, 8 -. Truvox TR98, 6/9.

CHASSIS. Denco. Full/ drilled. Model A, 31/6. Model B, 31/6.

VALVES. EFB6—Mulfard, 24/4 ; Alternative, IS/-. ECC83—
Mullard, 19,6 ; Alternative, 10/-. EM8I—Mullard, 18/1, EL84—
Muliard, 16/-; Alternative, 12/-. OA7 1 Diode, 6/-,

KNOBS.—Bulgin K370. 1/(6 each. EMS I ESCUTCHEON, 2/6.

SUNDRIES KIT, Contains all nuts, bolts, ta^s, wire, flex solder,

etc., 8-.

FULLY DETAILED LIST is available free upon request. This jives prices

for complete kits, and details of Power Unit Components.

WATTS RADIO
8, Apple Market, Kingston-on-Thames. Surrey

Telephone : KiNgftM W3
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1(»_\ THAI* MAGNETS, 4-. FOCUSING MAG-NET AS3EM-
Kl,n:s wide angle, centring control, 96. DITTO, latest twin
magnet, 128. 12 VOLT 4 AMP SELEMUI kv.< ts . 9 a each. £5
ioz. (i(K)j>M(\\S P.M. M*LAKERS, ain.. 17 -. 6lln.,18- 7x4.
17 6. OH). [P.M. Quality i. 22 8. 10x6,88-'-. 10ln.,S5-. SEWCOX-
MCVSKlts, 10 pF-,5 mid., our assortment. SO lor 8 6. 100 for 1J£ -.

M II H-: ANGLE TILWSHIICMKK KITS : <a> Line Trans. 14 Kv..
ceramic base. EY51 mountings, ferroxide core. 17 6 with instruc-
tions, <t>> Frame Trans, for ECLBO. 9 6. (c) 25U ma "H Smoothing

7 6. COM I'LL I i: KIT AS ABOVE. 30-. Width Coils to
4 - ca. VIKCOXOL C «>\ns.. .002 ml., 18 Kv.. 4 9- DEI' LI A -

l IO\ ((MLS. Standard :il mm., iron cored. 9 8. ISOU LLP. HATS,
1 -. PRE-SET POTS, 500 [). 1 K.2.5K.5K, 10 K, 20 K. 25 K, 50 K, 2'-
ea, AMIMIIVOL IHH.IHItS Octal. MaBda, Noval, B7G. B9A, 6/-
doz, B9G W Screen. IS Era. Tube Holders, Octal. 8(1. Duodecal, 1-.
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EDDY'S (Nottm.) LTD.
172 ALFKLTOX HOAD, NOTTINGHAM

ISCHANNELCONYER lOltS. famous make, complete PCC84.
PCF80, beaut, bakelite cabinet, adiustaole ail LF. freq;.. £3.15,
GERMANIl'.« CIIVSTA1. DIODES, famous make, tested,
general purpose, polarity marked. 10«L. p. Si p. 3d.. S 6 duz.

OUTSTANDING BARGAIN !

A FEW ONLY COLLARO RC54, 3-SPEED AUTOCHANGE
UNITS CRYSTAL TURNOVER CARTRIDGE. NEW &
GUARANTEED, 200-250 volts A.C. £7.19.6.

Postage and Packing 5/- each.
RECORDING TAPE— 1,200ft. reels. THE AMAZING PRICE
OF 9/1 1 each.

Postage, etc., I/-. Limited Quantity.

GUAR
5Y3GT
5U*G
6A8
6ACT
BAC I

SAG7
6AKJ
SAM -

6B7
6BA5
SBEi
6C4
SC5GT
6C6
6DS
6F6G
6F33
SJ5M
6J5GT
6J5G
6JR
8J7G

6 'JKTGT
6'8|6K7M
9 8 6HSM
6-

' 6L.6G
49 6L5M
9- 6SA7
4- 6SG7M
7-.6SJ7
8 6 6SK7GT
C 8 6SL7GT
6-9 5SN7CIT
4'9 6V6G
6/6 6V6GT
5*6 6V6M
5,- 6X4
6 6 6X5GT
9'8 7B7
5i- 7C3
4 '6 7Dfl
3- 12A6M
5 - 12ATT
6- 12AU7

5/8 12AX7
e/-

•VNTEED BOXED BADIO VALVES, 24 HOUR SERVICE
ECF80 13.'-[HVR2A 6,

9/8 KT8J
8:6 F61
4,-

i PCC84
7,'- l PCC8o
9-

i PCF80
5-PEN23
2 6'PLrB2

12K7GT
1207GT

a - 2>r..«:;T

8 6 35Z4GT
7- BO
58,83
7 8 f»7(E'
5 • 607'.AM)
8/8 B88A
59 CpBavr)
6-
6- C1C
6 8

' *'<U34
8- EBC33
5- EC52
7 8 BCC31
7 8 KCC8I
6- KCC82
8-'ECC83
7« ECC84
7,- EC-C85

8 -

76
7 6
3 6
1 6
7 6
7 6
3 9
5-

11 6.

ECH42
ECI.ft I

EF36
EF37
EF37A
EF39
EF50
EFSO red)3 8 PYB3

12 6
126
16
7-
46
9-
8-

s's
118
9-

EF80
EJ-Sa
EFBf
EFai
3F82
EVt'o
EL32
E) Ml

ELB1
EV51
E24C>
EZ8;i
GT10

a;- i PY8i
8- PY82
96.SP4B
7'-!sP41
5 6

' SP61
3 6 ! SP211
5- U22

10 - DEO

lu : u52
Xg UCH41
8'-

:

UY41

8/-

3,6
7/9

11 '6
8-
5-
86
86
8'8
fh
9.6
26
?.r,

36
76
8.6
86
98
8 -

Poscage and
Packing

6d. per valve
over £2
FREE

VALVES
ALL NEW & GUARANTEED

Any parcel
insured against

damage in

transit

6d. EXTRA

4- VRiaKiO :1Q

rostatre 1- in £1 U'f! In £1 Si>ruUftrs N'ran-.". Min. Cd, Ho, C.O.D.,
10.003 OTHEH BARCA1NS TO CALLERS AT 1

3S0/332 FRATTON ROAD. PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO. TV AND TOOL SHOP

IRS
IS5

IT4
3S4
3V4
SU4G
5Y3GT
5Z4G
6AT6
6BA6
6BJ6
6B8G
6FI
6FIS

6J5M
6K7G
6K8GT

7/3
7/3
T/3
7/3
8,3

7/11

7/*
8/3
7/H
7/3

7/11
3/4

12 II

12/11
3/11
2 11

9/4
6Q7GT 8/3
6SN7GT

7/11
6V6GT 5/11
6X4 4/11

7/4
7/11
7/11
7/1

1

7/1

1

3 11

7/11
10/6
9/6

6X5GT
737
7C5
7C6
7H7
7S7
7Y4
I2AH8
12J7GT
I2K7GT8/II
I2Q7GT 9/3
I4S7 10,6
I9AQ5 11/6
2SL6GT 8/6
25Z4G 8/ 1

1

3SA5 10/6
35L6GT8/H
3SW4 8 'II

35Z3 10/3
35Z4GT B/3
S0L6GT 8/6
807 3/il

9S4
9SS
956
958
9003
DAF96
DF96
DK96
DL96
DM70
EABC80 7/6
EB9I 4/1

1

EBF80 9)-

ECC8I 8/11
ECC82 7/6
ECC83 8/3
ECC84 10/11

ECC85 9/-

ECH3S
ECH8I
ECL80
EF80

1/6

3/11
2/11
3/1

1

5/3
9/6
9/6
9/4
9/6

7/11

»/-

8/ II

8/11
8/3

EF8S
EF89
EF9I
6L32
EL84
EXSt
EY84
EZ80
PEN44
PCC84
PCF80
PCL83
PL8I
PLB2
PL83
PY8I
PY82
UBC4)
UL4I
UL84
UY4I
VUI I I

11/4

9/4
7/1

1

5/11
I«/3
9/4
10/3
8/3
5/11
10/11

9/11

II/l
11/4
8/11
1 1/6

8/3
8/3

8/11
9/11

9/4
7/11

I '4

A SPENCER-WEST
BAND 111 CONVERTER

FOR £6.5.0

PULLIN
SERIES IOO

TEST METER
AC/ PC 10,000 /vv

21 RANGES
IOOjiA to ICOOV

%M FOLLY GUARANreO

The Type 80 with printed circuits,

panel controls for Band switch and

fine tuning and a performance which

ensures enthusiastic satisfaction.

Handsomely designed and finished

to stand on your receiver with its

self-contained power supply it just

plugs straight in.

From your dealer or post free from

the manufacturers :

SPENCER -WEST LTD.,
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth,

Norfolk,

'Phones : Works 4794
, Sales 3009

Grains : Spencer-West. Great Yarmouth.

Leafie is giod// sent.

SKNT POST FREK 1'uR £2 . I . ,VND
NTXE FUKTUEH MONTHLY PAYMENTS

OK £1.4.6. (,'ASli PHICE £12.7.6.

FRITH RADIOCRAIT lTD
49-71 CHURCH GATE LEICESTER
« a HIGH ST NEWPORT PACNELL Buck*

TELEVISION COMPONENT
SERVICE

Replacement components available for

[ha popular home constructor designs.
Catalogue available on request.

J.T.FILMER M
E!KS. ^r

Tet.: Bexleyheatb 7267

TRANSFORMERS?
CONTACT jfOrffSt F ,R8T!

Rewinding and manufacture of atl types
for Television Radio and Electronic

Application.

FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,
Shirley. Solihull. Warwickshire.
Phone: SHI. 2483. Esc. 34 years.

I

TELEVISION
RECEIVING
EQUIPMENT

30/-. By W. T. Cocking. Poscage I -

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND-
BOOK. By A.R.R.L. 1957. 32/S.

m Postage 1/6.

r TELEVISION EXPLAINED. By
» W. E. Miller, revised by E. A. W

Spreadbury. 12/4. Postage 9d.
IT.V. FAULT FINDING. A Data

Publication. 5/-. Postage 4d.

p RAPID TV REPAIR. By G. W
Heath. 23/-. Postage I/-.

tTHE V.T.V.M. By R. Samuel
How it works. How to use it. 20;-.

v> Postage I,-.

L MAINTAINING HI-FI EQUIP-
m MENT, By j. Marshall. 23 -

Postage I
'-.

% RADIO VALVE DATA. Compiled
by "W.W." S/-. Postage 6d.

(The MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

19-23 PRAED STREET,
LONDON, W.2

Wnie or call for our catalogue.

Phone: PADdington 4IBS.

Open 6 da/s 9-6 p.m.
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SETS & COMPONENTS
CONDENSERS, \ar. spindled ceramic.
15, 25 or 50 pis.. 1.'3i 75 pfs.. 1,'Gj

butterfly. 25 pfs,. 16. Suppressors,
radio Interference, ex-A.M., 5/6 ipost
2/- 1. Brand new RF 26. 27, 27/8 (post-
age 2/6); RF25, 10 6. Dynamoiors
• post 3/-J; I2v. to 250v. 65 mA. and
tf.3v. 2,5 A.. 10,6. Eddystone, 12v.
to 190v, 75 rriA.. cased. IS/-. Metal
Rectifiers'. GOOv. 30 mA.. 6/-: 500 v.

500 mA., 10/6; 240v. 30 mA., 3/6;
2.000i. 30 mA., 7/6; 700v. (10 mA..
7/6. R1155 S.M. Tuning Drives.
"N" type, brand new. 10/6. Chokes.
L.F. FerranU, I0H. 120 mA..
Screened, 7" 6; I OH. 200 mA., 8/6;
5H, 200 mA.. 4 6; " C " core. 10H.
130 mA., 12/6. Bond Testers
(Record i. 0-0. 1 u. 30 .'*. Power Packs.
input A.C. 230v., outputs 150v. 16
mA.. D.C. and 4 v. l.l A., A.C.
17/6 ip.p. 3/-i; Bel 'Lee spigoted
Plugs, 5 pin. Fern,, 6ri.; mated "pin,
1/6 pr.: 10 way. 2/6. Switches,
wafer; 1 pole wav, l bank. lp llw
lb.. Ip Bw lb., tp 3w 3b. 2p 3w 2b,
4p 2w lb, lp fiw 5b. Ip 6w 2b. 2 6;
Ip llw 2b, 6p 2w 4b. 3 6. Ceramic :

3p 4w 2b. 4/0;. 2p 5w lb. 3/6. Slud
type, lp lOw 2b. 4/6; lp 24w 2b. 7/6.
Condensers: Bakelite tub. O.imrd..
1.2kV. 1/-; 0,03. 2.5kV. t/8| 0.05.
3.5kV, 0.25. I.5kV„ 1/0. List and
enquiries. S.A.E. please ! Terms:
c.w.o. Postage extra. Immediate
despatch. W. A. BENSON iPTi.
136. Rathbone Road. Liverpool. 15.

TELEVISION, 12i:i.. 5 channel,
tunable anywhere, models for £25
each, carriage paid; guaranteed per-
fect. RYAN ELECTRICS. 134. Acre
Lane, Brixton, London. S.W.2. BR I

4633.1
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I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £3 19 6,
self-contained, guaranteed. H.P.
without fuss. Aerials from 14/6.
Trade enquiries invited. G. A.
STRANGE. Dept. P. North Wraxall.
Chippenham

.

\vr.:s.

SEVERAL EARLY MODELS, '.>.:>.

Television, complete and mostly
working. £5 5/. each, carriage paid.
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise. Forest
Hill. S-E.23. IFOR 3497.1

TELEVISION, Sin. models, £7, 10'-;

lSin. models. £15; all makes: work-
ing; carriage paid. TOMLLNS. 127,
Brockley Rise. Forest Hill. S.E.23.

AERIALITE CONVERTABLES iMc-
Michael i Band 3 Converters, Chan-
nels 6 to 13, including beautiful
walnut table; list price £18 16-,
£6/15/-; carriage paid (makers'
guarantee), money back guarantee.
TOMLINS. 127. Brocklev Rise. S.E.23.

KATES ! 4 - i>er lim- or jiart
i ti,-i in f . average II *»- ward* t<* line,
minimum 2 lim-s. Box >'«. 1 - extra.
Artvi'i'li-emi'nl* niu^t IM j>rejiaul
and aililri'«i'tt Wi Advert Ki'tneiu
MuonsiT. '• l»ract leal Television,"
Tim it llon«e, Suiitlnuttitti>a St.,
Strand, Lundon. W.C2.

TELEVISION, 12in. Televisions,
£13 10 - each. carr. paid. TOMLINS.
127, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill. S.E.23,
FOR 5497.1

TELEVISIONS, 12in., 5 Channel,
£19 10'-; guaranteed; carriage paid,
I'OMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill. S.E.23.

5-CHANNEL TELEVISIONS : I'iifT.

screen Ferguson 988, Ekco 161. etc,
£25 each. A good selection of 12in.
T/Vs (London), 100':; condition, from
£15; 9in. from £7. Also 12in. T/Vs,
.slight faults, from £7, 9in. from £4.
TYLER TELEVISION. 63. Lee High
Rd.. Lewisham. S.E.13. (LEE 5979.)

electradio. Dual Wave Ot ill 2 6

with circuit, ditto, plus Reaction 4,'-,

Tuning Condenser 3/16, Crystal
Diode 1'6, tested 4 Transistor Set
Circuit 1/3. All Transistor Com-
ponents stocked. Post free. 18.
Broadlands Av„ Kcynsham. Somerset.
TELEVISION. 10in.. London models.
good working order. £7 each, car-
riage paid. RYAN ELECTRICS. 134,
Acre Lane. Brixton, London, S.W.2.
iBRT 4533.)

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE.
Bullington Rd., Oxford.

IDENTIFICATION UNITS RFD No. 1,

ZC. 13312, each 27/6, plus carr. 17/6).
all as new and complete with free
data fur conversion to T.V. Each
unii contains many useful com-
ponents and the following valves:
one 5Z4G. one VR54. five VRS5. two
VR66. three VR93. one CV63 and one
VR137, in totally enclosed case.
From: J. A. B. JACOBSE.N LTD.,
22. Ritlierdon Rd.. Balham, London,
B.W.17 .

F.M, AERIALS direct !rom manufac-
turers, examples. Indoor Telescopic
Dipole with mast and base, 15. .
Indoor " H " with mast and base.
22/6. T.V. Indoor Combined 1 and 3
Bands. 5 elements. 20-mi'.e range.
35 -, T.V. Indoor Band. 3 only. 27 6.

All post free. Low Loss Cable, very
cheap if ordered with above. Aerial
parts, lists and data */-. Special
terms to aerial erectors. Write far
details. SKYLINE WORKS. Burn-
sall Rd.. Coventry. iTel.: 60418.)

GUARANTEED TELEVISION. :.'::.

models, first-class picture. 5-channel.
£26 each, carriage paid. THE
GRAMOPHONE SHOP. 19-21, Brocklev
Rise. Forest Hill. S.E .23.

T.V. TUBES. High emission re-
claimed. As supplied to trade
throughout the British Isles. 14in.
£5; IS. lGin. £5/10/-; 17in. £6.
Guaranteed 6 months. 12in. fshort
supply) £5, guaranteed 3 months.
The finest value ever offered in T.V.
Tubes. TELETUBES. 34 6s 18.

Market Parade, Rye Lane. Peckham.
London. S.E.I 5.

televisions. ):,'.-> range 9in.-
10in. models, needing repair. £4/10'-,
carriage paid. I2in. Televisions
needing repair, £6 6/-, carriage
paid; immediate despatch. lain.
Televisions and Philips projection
models needing repair, £11/10/-;
Immediate despatch. BARKERS. 325,
Brockley Road. Brockley. S.E.4.
iTID 6752.)

TELEVISION AND TUBE BARGAINS.—12in., 5-channel T.V., tuna!),
where, from £18/10/; good emission
S.H Tubes U2in., 14in., 15in.. ISin..
17 In. i. £5 each; 12in. T.V., fault v.

£7 10 - each: most makes. (Phone:
Ladbroke 1734.) Call 1070, HarrO'v
Road. London. N.W.10; 300 vds. from
Scrubs Lane.

FOR SALE
MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes.
Enlargers. Binoculars. Microscopes.
Projectors, or, in fact, anythins
that needs lenses. Then get our
booklets *• How to Use Ex-Gov
Lenses &z Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price
2(6 ea. Aiso our stereo book, "3-D
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Com-
prehensive list of lenses, optical,
radio and st-.entiflc gear free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Ro-id. Hution. Brentwood, Essex.
SUPERTONIC SUNLAMPS, listed
£7 10/-; 80:-. S.A.E. SClEMt] IC
PRODUCTS CO.. C'.cvcleys, La
VIEWMASTER Line Trans
W.B.107 ; Auto Mains Heater Trans-
iormer W.B.103A : both unused.
Offers? Box 193. c/o Pra< new
Television. _
VIEWMASTER ]2in. "Console Channel
1. little used, any reasonable offer
considered. Write Box 192. p/t
Practical Television.
PAM CONVERTER < universal) with
makers' guarantee. shop soiled.
£6/15/- 'originally £8/9i-). 107.
St. Paul's Road. N 1.

SALE. Closing down. New Plavt.me
tape recorder £21. AC -'DC record
player £14 10 -; Bafflette 43 •:

Ovenette 70/-; Soil Heater 20 •;

M.R. Heat Meter £3. H.P
s.a.e. for list. WILLIAM
Woodchurch Lane. Birkenhead,
SERVICE MANUALS, SHEETS. Tel/
Radio for hire, sale and wanted.
S.A.E. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT
tPT). 24, Frllhvllle Gardens.
London. W.12.

WANTED
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
tor cash. State quantity and con-
dition. RADIO FACILITIES
33. Chalcot Road. N.W.I. iPRIir.rosf
9090. i

SITUATIONS VACANT
AEROPLANE AND ARMAMENT
EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT,
Boscombe Down, requires skilled men
to serve as: Instrument and Electri-
cal Craftsmen. Radio Radar and
Electronic Craftsmen for laboratory
and aircraft installations work ; Air-
frame and Engine Fitters for aircraft
servicing and fitting of special equip-
ment : Fitters and Turners for re-
search workshops. Rate of pay on
entry for 44 hour 5 dav week 171 4
plus 10.'- merit lead or 17! 4 plus
38 - merit lead according to experi-
ence. Prospects of re -assessment of
rate within three months, any increase
backdated to date of entry, merit
lead can rise to 70/-. Two weeks 88
hours} paid annual leave. Paid sick
leave scheme. Apply giving details
of apprenticeship arid experience to
AIR COMMODORE, Commanding
(Civilian Administration Office i.

(P.T, i. A. & A.E.E.. Boscombe Down.
Amesbury, Wiltshire.

-

COILS T.R.F. M & L 4 6 pair

COILS T.R.F. IRON CORE
M & L 5 6 pair

LOUD SPEAKERS
5 17 6 — 8 19 6

Send S.A.E. for lists of Components, Kits, ecc.

BERNARDS ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES Ltd.

99, Kingsley Road, Hounslo*. Middlesex.

WANTED. Valves EV-51. tjCHb\ -Or:
PL8!. KT61. 6F1. PW4/500. 20D2~
20F2. 10P14. Prompt cash. w.\L
CARVIS. LTD.. 10?. North St., Leeds. 7 .

EDUCATIONAL
INCORPORATED Practical R.«dio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engmejrimr are recog-
nised by the trade as "outstandlr.4
and authoritative. Moderate fe°3 ta
3 limited number of students only
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free.
" The Practical Radio Engineer

"

journal, sample copv 2/-. 6.000
Alignment Peaks for Supersets 5 9.
Membership and Entry Condi: ions
booklet 1 -. All jjost free from theSECRETARY. I.P.R.E.. 20, Fairfield
Road. London. N.8.

FREE ! Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training In Radio. Tele-
vision and all branches of Electronics
Courses for the Hobby Enthusiast or
for those aiming at the A.M.Brit.
I.R.E.. City and Guilds. R.T.E.B..
and other professional examinations.
Train with college operated bv
Britain's largest Electronics organisa-
tion. Moderate Pees. Write to E.M I
INSTITUTES, Dept. PT28, London:

LEARN IT AS YOU DO" IT—we pro-
vide practical equipment combined
with instruction in Radio, Televioton
Electricity. Mechanics. Chemistry,
Photography, etc. Write for full
details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept
PT47, London, W.4.
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Practical, up-to-date books for daily reference—

TELEVISION PRINCIPLES

AND PRACTICE
F. J. Camm

(Editor of this Journal)

2nd Edition

W/KITTEN by one of the lending technical authorities of the

dav tlii-i In*udbook is a necessity for everyone interested

in television—technician, -.Indent and amateur.

Sonar of the Contents include : Tlir B.B.C. Television System

—

The Television Camera—From Transmitter to Receiver

—

Projection Receivers—Stereoscopic and colour Television—Time

li^i ^ «—— D.C. Receivers — Aerials— London-Birmingham Con-

verter • - Servicing — Interference — A Pattern Generator

—

Choosing a Receiver—-Dictionary of Television Terms.

• Tht! tet-hfiivhu* and the xtndent tvitl find (/its hook invaluable"

.Mnnrhfuter i>«»i,y Dispatch.

25«. net. (26s. post free)

7.V. CONVERSION
~""

FOR I.T.A.
G. E. Lotcho

THIS book gives details of converter units ami full information

for lilting them to a wide range of receivers, produced by

nearlv 30 lelevision manufacturer*. Over 100 illustrations and

circuit diagrams are used lo make all stages of I lie work quite clear

and there are valuable chapter* on conversion method-* : aerials ami

interference and suppression. Deniv 8vo.

25s. net. (26*. post free)

TELEVISION ENGINEERS'
POCKET BOOK

Edited by E. Molioy and J. P. Hawker
Con tains—2*0 pages of valuable Servicing information : 70 pages ^^ ,

of taliular matter: 201 illustrations; data on mure than 300
It::--.. lil8P^^ ~i* —

post-war T.V. receivers : Panel of Specialist ennl ributors.
"S^—

10s. fid. net. (Us. 3d. post fee.) Wm&®&
From all booksellers or in nm of iliHienltv at po»l free rate? direct from the publishers

GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED,

TOWER HOUSE,
SOUTHAMPTON STREET,

LQMO0N, W.C.2. NEWNES
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BAND 111 AERIALS
FITTINGS

Whether you are contemplating the con-

struction of a Band 111 aerial or purchasing

one complete it will be well worth your
while to write to us who, as manufacturers,

can offer you real

VALUE FOR MONEY
THE FOLLOWING^iS A CROSS SECTION OF
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPRE-
HENSIVE CATALOGUE.

* tO Element Band III Aerial, 77/6,

* 8 Element Band 111 Aerial. 62/6.

* 6 Element Band ill Aerial. 47/6.

FITTINGS
* Universal Band III Clamp-on Fitting.

* Band HI Insulator, complete with folded dipole.

* Director and Reflector Rod Holders for

Bands I, II, and III.

* Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes).

* Chimney and Wall Brackets. Alloy Tubing,

etc. etc.

Send I/- P.O. for the NEW MULTI-PAGE illustrated

Catalogue (together with element and boom
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor)

to :

FRINGEVISION LTD.
MARL^Rr^/8

w,LTS

""ARTHURS HAVE IT !

—
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES and C.R.T.s.

METERS, Avo, Advance, Taylor and Cossor
Oscilloscopes in stock. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix

a Quad. GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro.

Collaro TRANSCRIPTION UNIT 20I0PX.

LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale. WB,
Tannoy and leading makes. PICK-UPS and

STYLI of most makes. TAPE RECORDERS.
Grundig, Philips, Truvox, Playtime & Ferrograph.

LATEST VALVE MANUALS

Mullard, 10.6 ; Osram & Brimar No. 6, 5/- each ;

Osram Part 2. 10 -.

Postage 9d. each extra.

PARTICULARS ON REQUEST.

Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order

PROPS: ARTHUR CRAY. LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House

150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

TEMp/e Ber 5833,. 4 and' 4765

TELEGRAMS— " TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLES— "TELEGRAY," LONDON.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 Ke «-:•

300 Ke S-S60 Ke s. (HKJ Kc s-

"'iMcs. 2.75 M c, s-8.5 Me , s.

If s-28 Mcs. 16 Mc s-58
M; » i; Hi 9-W Mi- s. Metal
mat lOin. x 6: In. * 4iin.

Size m' scale, til x 3iin. 2
valves uuU rectifier. A.C.
mains 2;*i-250 v. Internal
modulation of 400 C.D.S. to a
depth of 3U per cent., modu-
lated or unmodulated R.F.
output entitmuously variable
10*1 mil 1

1 -volts. C.W. and
mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving col! output meter.

Grev hammer imislud ease and while panel. Aocuracy WUs«i
minus 2 ... £4.19.6 oi 34 - deposit and :l monthly payments 25 -.

I
1

. & P, 4 8 pxtra.

SIGNAL & PATTERN

GENERATOR
Coverage " Mi s-2UI Mi
In Ave bands, all on funda-
mentals, slow-motion tun-
ing, audio output. 8 vertical
and horizontal bars, logging
scale. In grey hammer
finished ease with carrying
handle. Accuracy ± 1"Q .

A.C! mains 200-250 v.

Or £3 deposit and
3 payment.-; oi 30 -.

<-(MMIKKCIAI. TELKVISIOX
cow i;kti:k si itahi.k aw
t.\. KXCF.PT I- II 11. If-

A I.I- 1'IIAWEI.S
\o \i.ti:katki>s to SB*
Complete with built-in power supply.
230-250 v. A.C. mains'. Crackle finish
ease 5iln. long, 3iin. wide. 4] in. high.
Incorporating earn eontrol and band
switrh. Illustrated with cover re-
moved

£3.19.6 Plus P. & P. 2 6.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR ONE MOXTil ONLY.—S elem.-:

di-pole loft aerial. 12 yds, co-ax. cattle and 2 co-ax. plugs, it

purchased together with Converter 12 6 plus I*. & P. 2H.

FAMOUS MAKE

TURRET "TELETUNER"
Covers all Channels, Bands 1 and 3. Valvea used ;

R F. double mode, eascode R.F. amplifier. PCF80,

pentode r.c. and mixer. I.F. outauL 33-38 Me .-.. Ea
.-r I.F. outputs. Full instructions and

diagram supplied. Complete with 12 Coil Sets QQ/fi post
Knobs. 3 6. "'" »8

BATTERY CHARGER %%,£/
•\ C, Mains 200-250 v. FlttPd ammeter, selector swii

battery clips, indicator lump. IneoproratliW G.E.C. Metal
Reetillei'. Ready lor use. In srey lianiniei Caltt P. & P
I nish -riff.

59/6

T.R. F. KIT
IN PLASTIC CABINET
3 valve plus metal rec-

tifier. A.C. niti ins 200-

2.i<» v. Medium and long
waves In pastel blue fir

brown. Valve line-up :

2 VR668 and VT82. Sise
I5iin. ions by yin. high
by Tin, deep.

£3.19.6. P. *: r. M
A point -to-point wltiM
diagram. 1 6. Free with
complete kit.

All part.- supplied separate

1 "00 n. RKCORDEWG I API. on plastic spool. 12 6. P. & P, I -.

MAWS TRANSFORMER. Primary 110-280. Secondary o-iao-

18;^2J)CJ . . 63 mX. 6.3 v. 2 amp.. 10 9. P. & P. §£-.
'

8.MFO. 450 \VK<i. CAN. size 21n. x .in. .1 3 eaeh. r
TV (OILS moulded former. 2 iron cores, all < an. 2 iin. x Iln.,1 -.

staglecoil. Uin. x lin.. flil. _ ;
Srmt air spat.rd -.-ax. cable 6<l- yard, 12 yards 6;-. P. Ac P. 1 <!.

50 yards 2'.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.

23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OITS1IJE U.K.
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C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER I

Type A. Low leakage wind inn*. Ratio 1 : 1.25
giving a 35% boost on mc
8 r., 10 6 : 4 r,, io.a : 0.3 v.. io a : 10.8 -v.,

10,6 ; 13.3 v., 10, "8.

Pitta With mains primaries, 12/8 cutli.
Type 8, Maini input Multl
Output 2. 4, 6.S, 7.3, 10 and 13 vol:-. Input
has two taps which increase output volts by

DjJ 50% respectively, Low capacity,
£or moat Cathode, liay Tubes, With

Tan Panel, 21,. each.
Type C. Low capacity wound iraasfornier lor
n« with 2 volt Tubes with falling emission.
I rum' 220/9*0 volts. Output 2-21-21-21-3"" • •_' amps. With Tag Panel, 17/8 each.
NOTE.- -It Is essential to use mains primary
typci. with T.V. receivers having series-

ift heater.

TRIMMERS Ceramic.
IS; nuu

RESISTORS. All values. 10
i »

. 4d. : ! v., M.; 1 w.. 3d
HIGH STABILITY, i w., 1" ,, 2

5 Wiit t i WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS f 1/3
10 watt > 25 uhtm—lii.oou ulidiB 1 1/8
25 wait '

i 2'-

uw—30.000 ohms, 3 w., 19 ; 10w., 8
'3

" 7"-. 9d. 10O pf.,
pf,, "."id pf., 1/9.
ohms- tit 10 mag.,

, : 2 v.. 1/..
-. Preferred values

12/6 PURETQNE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard fitting:, 7 Plastic
reel?. Brand new, boned, 12 6.

Spools S^matal, 16, 7 plastic, 4,3.

FERROVOICE 1,200ft. Plastic Tape 25,'-.

O.'P TRANSFORMERS. Hxavj Dutj . n mA.. 4'8-
Multltiitin, push. [Hill. 8 8. Small pMitode 8 9.

L.F. CHOKES - :
]>> H.

1S-6.
MAINS TRANS.
4 v, 4 *,., ."I v. tappetl 4 v. 2 n.. ditto 250 !

Bargain, st&o-fl-aan ii." tuA., 'i v. i a., 4 v. " a,, 15-.
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim.. 960/3511 v.. 0.3 v.
I' aiii!'.. 7:8 : tapDadgec, imp., 8 6 ;

-; amp., 10 e.
ALADDIN FORMERS and ..-on.', -hi.. Sd. ; tUu, lOd.
0.81n. FORMERS 5037 S and Cans TV1 2. (In. so., x
- In- Slid Hli. M|. v I Jin., 2 - en... with cores.
TYANA. -Mi.lu.it Hotderfug Inui. 2011 240 v. or
•J :.;u _'., t ... leg. Solon Instrument In,u. 24-.
MAINS DROPPERS
amp, 7."" ohms, 4 3 .•• aim.. I.IHJO ulnn-. 4 3.
LINE CORD. J* ami)., SO oil lamp., 100

ui -' iv. M. rd.jk-ri'nof.

LOUDSFEAKEHS P.M. 3 OHM. Jim.. 17 0.
Sin. Goodman.-., ITS ..,. \ liuodn

Its, lilac.. 21 -.
I .... 22 6

"iuittn,. 18 8. Hi ri. R. a A.. 30-.
TBI, Twf.;t,.T, LSH75; S 8. I21n. l'liwv, 30,'-.

jto. Mi:. 2.5k. insf., 24 6.
CRYSTAL DIODE II i: ' -. 2 -. GEX34. 4 -.

HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES.
MIKE TRANSF.

.,'niu 18 6 pr-

'. 10 8.

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT
. - « m„Iv 13

req

vi-,
i

r
I

,-
i s 1 1 ,1

1

Bin. l::.ri:,i|[L

lied.

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, «qu
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS
uiinJalnr.- "I in. I I) in. s l}lu., 10 -, .0003
size with trtmmani, 9 -: less triuinurrs, S

inc. 7 8.

SPEAKER FRET. K\piui-I*l Metal Silver, lijiu,
X Oiln. 2 - each ;j . ....

GOLDCLOTH. Win. X -'oin..S - . Site, x 38to., 10 -.

TRANSISTORS 'Red Spoti similar :•. OCT! 10

VALVES
All Boxed , haw dt u

6 6

oaranteed

3 8 5 a 10 6
LSI nl;- .),-,

i 6ALS
1T4 MM — - <ar.
is.-. >:v-.. 29 SKti 12AI 7

i.i .i
B1W8 ,,K7r,
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1957 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
3."\V. lii m.—3D m. LATBST MXJLLAKD
M.W. 2HO ib.—550 m. it'HJ^, KF41. ECB41,
L.W. auO Hu—«,000 m. KL41, KXW.

12 month KUantntiit..
\.V. SM SSt) v. 4-way riwitch ; *iort-li«.Hum-
Lonf-Ur»m. A.V.i;. and ^eimtive feedhaeb
4.2 wait*. Chassis 131 x 51 x 8 J in. Glas= Dial
10 i 4! I ii. horizontal or vertical available.
2 Pilot Lamps, Four Knobs, Walnut ur [vorv.
Aliimcl i"'d calibrated. Chasnii Isolated from
mains. T.S.L, Tweeter Supplied Free

!

10 gflS. Corr. A Ins., 4/8.

: Deposit £5.5.0 and six monthly
TtaymiHilK o! £1.

AM FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Bin. x 7in. high. Dial

cut-out re'juired only lOiin. x 2Jln. 5 vnlve
plus metal reel,, tBtn, socket, plan
wavftnhangq, tone control, med,, lonir and
V.H.!''. w.ivfhaE'l.^. Vatre line-up: ECC85,
KC-H8I, BK89, KABOB9. EL41. For A.C1

.

main- 100-3

£16.19.6PRICE dulW. I5J.U ferriage 10/8.
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR BOTH CHASSIS
Sin., 18 8 ; lniti., 85/. : I2in.. 30-.

8.S.R. MONARCH 4-SPEED RECORD
CHANGERS 19S7 MODELS
Brand new aud tolly guaranteed 12 months.

I NOT JOS LINE REJECT STOCK j

Desiiinoii to play 16, 33, 45, 78 r,p.m. Records,
7in.. lOili., 12m. Lightweight Xtal pick-up,
turnover bead, two separate sapphire ityll,

lor Standard and L.P., each plays 3,000 records.
Voltase 200 250 A.C.

OUR PRICE £8,15.0 """ Foil Free.

Terms : Deposit £5 and 5 monthly payments
ol £1. Space required 141 n. it 121 in. Bin.
above and 3in. below.

GARRARD RC 80m 8 <peed AnbMbmgi
versiil AO-DI I" 1 -280 ...Its. List piice £27.10.0

OUR PRICE £15.15.0 carr. * ins. 5 -,

5 gns.

COLLAHO AUTO^IHANGER RC53I for 78
r.fi.in. luln. and 12m. rtvoF-ln. Hj.hl.i new In

boxea! High Impertiuicc llghtwelfeM
Pick.up with eapphuti needle, will match any

jpllticr ur K*li(j. Ijim than bail
-

Potl iree.

.-".rry—No C.O.D.

SUPERHET COH PACK," 27 0. '1

-!*.: 2iin. \ 2jln. n 1 Jin. Hllltl Q
fflwrt, Mcliiim. Long, (inim

mj. sinSle hi*c fiviut; with
.. , ;.| circuit. 465 Kc ?= I.K.

B.S.R. MONARCH, .'i-speed Molor and Turn*
table with selecting switch for 33, 45 anrt 78
r.p.m. lecordu, li."i-l'_"i v. an>l 'Juti-'j&i v, K V

M-.. B.S.R. MONARCH Lightweight
Citk-iip wiih A..-05 Xiiil luniovpr besut, separate
Bapphtre styll for I..P. mid Btaodiinj tet-imt*.

SPECIAL OFFER. THE TWO : £4.12.8 post 3/8.

T.V. FEE-AMP (MoMICHAEL .

- I 1<J 5. (Will Amplify Output of ; out
I oavtrta I

Midget 5i«, Kic 1

Bwdy f..t ne. . n.'i

amp. refill ml.) BRAND SSff, 25- aaoh.
MAINS FOWEH PACK for above, 85 - cMra.

NEW AND ENLARGED
SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN

June, \9i

TELETRON BAND Ml CONVERTER
For London, Midland and Horlhero IT A

MARK I
Suitable all T.V, makes, T.R.F. or Superhol.
Ready wound colle, two EFdO valves, all
components, punched chii^i.... cirvuit diaimun
wiring plans. COMPLETE KIT foj
operation 'JWI-2SU v. A.C. £3.10.0,

Aa ABOVE l™ POWKeTpACK. Reiuirea
200 v. 20 mA. H.T. 11, :i v. .6 a, 1..T. £2 5.0.

.
Marlt n cascode £1 ertra each Kit

Main., Transformer to above Spec. 10,6
Mln. Contact lie?*. 2550 i-. 50 mA. 8 6
BJ.C./I.T.A, aerial crpssovermilt ... 7 8
Punched and drlUed '-iwHla ... ., 3'9
Larger chamls for Ma u- Model ... 8, -
TefctraoCollsetMlE. MS-; Mk. 11,17 8

di-naHi 8d.

Volume Controls 80 ^Tu, COAX
Lon« spindk-r. Iluaran-

year. Midget

,

10,000 ohms to 2 Meg.
8.P.8w. D.P.Sw.

3 - 4;- 4 9
l.in or Log Tracks.

r-emi-air spiii-td I'.ii..

these imulated
I

Sir.in'le'1 c*yrv. ft J

ITANDAJBU O j
lin. Coax '

•d

COAX PLUGS 1- DOUBLE SOCKET"
I SOCKETS 1 - OUTLET BOXES 4 4
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. 80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1... so ohow
WIRE-WOUND POTS, a WATT. I". -;, m,-

rpe. 41 •:
.

llUxi 4 '' '" , "'" •"''' K"- '" - '"., 3 -.!
WIRE-WOUND 4 WATT. Pot; -jjin. s.
\ aliiee, ltin ohms to 50 K . 56; |m K., 8 6,
CONDENSERS. Sew stock. .01)1 ,ni

:

l 7 k\
r.( '.('.. 5 8; Ditto. 20 ItVJ., 9:6 :

Micas, Bd. : Tubafat BOQ ...,,|. q&
' 1 " : -" I ,; .5 :"-.. 19; ,| 350 f., 94. .

1 3 ; ,1 mfi!., (1,000 volla, 4.
CERAMIC CONDS.. ,,,.1 lOd
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10°; , .1 pf. t,V aw'
pf-, 1-; SOU pf. to S.OOtJ 11.. 13. DITTO IS

1
1 1:i 3LH. |.f

, 19,; f, I
,-,

Jj: . .,, ;,,,.,..

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7 4 pair

-

465 Kc 1 Slue tuning Miniature Can. 81 in. 1
Jin. x jin. High Q and good bandwidth
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied,

Wearite M800 D? 485 Kc/s 12^8 per pair.
'

*EW ELECTROLYTJCS. FAMOWS MA^fff
TUBULAR TUBULAR

I,

4 J.")ll V.
23

23
29
36 1

4 - 16

5 8 32
l.a.'i'

*f-\ 8+ HI
CAN TYPES

.i t;

4 0"
i

6— S2t-;« SM -. 4 6
CAN TYPES ;;j -;;'J4.-,.'v. 6 6
lips 3d. 50 .'.(• MM v. 7 -

3 6 tiO-r 1
1
HI 3.111 V. Hit

41- 11)0 ) 81111 275 v.
*/•! || I

•" »• ^ " '->. 3- 1,000- I 1. rj ^

2 - n |ij 4~.in..6 - 50
Jtrew ir,.-.. Type 312. -

| 3 -
: L6M00T., 4/-

SENTERCEL RECTD7IERS, E.H T TYPE FLY
BACK VOLTAGES. K;; 85 2 kV. 5 - k ; 411

K3/40, :i.H kV.. 7 6 ; K3/30 I kV. S -

kv.. 14 B. MAINS TYPE CONTACT
id ml., 8 8 ; 850)7. >.". i,,A.. 9 8
" " type. 3 - attest, Oamor Kldgel

All :

i.-ili.n. 3 6.

126.

COOLED 250 v

COILS Wearite,
"'

tr " type ad}, ttttai

TELETRON, L. « Metl. T.R V
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.w.'.g 9
T.R.F. COILS t III-. 7- |,.,li. H.F. CHOKES, 2 6.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. I- s.w.k. .indrllle.1
With -I sides, riveted corncra and Is
hates, 211n. sides. 7 x tin,. 4 8 r

-

II v 7m..6»; 13 s Uin., 8,8 ; Ui Iliu..ij|B
l_};'L

x ' ,i, ~- lg 8 I* x l< ! v "in- 16 6.

PULL WA«S BRIDGE StLk'Nluk RjSWMeRi,
.', 6 or 18 v. 1 1 amp., 8 B , -J a., 11 3 ;

.1 „.. 17 eCHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped Input I'mi
290 v. fur chare. 1. r., II amp. 13 6
4 amp . 21 -.

VALVE ami T.V. TUBE equivalent iKKik- 8..
TOGGLBSJ^ITCHES. r^.i'. 2 - D i'.3 6. IU'.li.T.4 -

t?v Govt. I.'ulireak-

7 .1 Uin. dia.. 4 8.

ACID HYDROMETER.
i'.i-ketl In uielij

'

W'AVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p. 4-way 2 wale.-, long spindle '

g «
a p. 8-way, 3 p. 2 way, short spindle

"
2 g

2 p. 8-way, 4 s. 2-way. 4 p, 3-way. long spindle 3 6
3 p. 4-way. 1 p. 12-way, long spindle . . 38VALVEHOLDERS. Pax. Int. Oct.. 4d. EF50, EASO
Sd. B12A, CRT, 1 3. Eng, and Amer. 4, 5, 8 7 and
9 pin, 1 -. MOULDED Mssda and Int Oct Sd
BJ». B8A, B8Gt B9A, Bd., 87G with can. 16
VCR97. £ 6. B9A with can, 2.6. CERAMIC EFS0
B7G, H8A, Int, Oct.. 1-. B7G w llh can, 19BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air dryine, 3 - tin

Please address all Mail Orders correctly as belowWe have no connection with any other firm.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 337 wh'™°Rse rd., west croydom
Tel. T-HOI60S. Buses I3J or« pa» door. 48-hour postal service. P. *r\ l/°"V«^^^^


